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Golden Knights sweep Hatters, pre-season TAAC favorites-Pg. 28
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D Congress set
aside $150 million
to fund the program.

•
by REX HOGGARD
News editor

'

•

•

The Corporation for National Service (AmeriCorps),
which received national attention
during the l 992 Presidential Campaign, was voted into law last September when President BiJl
Clinton signed the National and
Community Seryice Trust Act.
The act will al1ow students
to earn up to $4,725 in ·educational benefits as wen as a salary,
•approximately $8,500 annually.
To be eligible for the program a
student must be a U.S. citizen and
17 years old.
Students will work either

full-time for
a year or
part-time for
two years.
"The $8,500
you can earn
by working
full-time is
about miniClinton
mum wage
working 40
hours a week," said Kate Frucher,
program officer for AmeriCorps,
last Wednesday.
Congress allocated $150
million for AmeriCorps in 1994,
which will be divided among the 50
states, explainedFrucher."A majority
of the money-two-thirds- will go
directly to the state and local programs; the remainder will be used to
help communities in serious need that
do not enjoy local support."
Frucher pointed out that because AmeriCorps is a corporation, jt

can accept donations from local supporters. "We are going to stress the
need for support from local businesses," she said.
'We will encourage local community service, but money will also
be made available for students to travel
and participate in programs across the
nation."
The seleccion process for the
program will begin with general information taken at the national level and
then transferred to the local organizations for final selection. 'We will not
be using traditional selection techniques. We will lookata wide range of
skills, not just someone's GPA,~'
Frucher said. 'We wanted to make
sure people from all socio-economic
backgrounds were given the opport¥nity to help."
Frucher stressed the need for
any organization interested in parti c i See AMERICORPS, page 4

World Summit encourages diversity
•
•

•

•

by JENNIFER LUPO
Staff writer

UCF will host the first ever
WorldSummitApril 15through17.
Participating in the summit,
fully titled The World Summit: An
Education Conference Focusing on .
Cultural Diversity, will be 95 to 100
students from an over Florida. Those
attending the conference will participate in IO workshops, the World
Game, open forum discussions and
lectures from speakers on the
topics of ethnovioJence and
multiculturalism.
"The World Summit is a
forum that is going to focus on
cultural diversity and the various aspects of cultural diversity," said Terrance Dunn. _
project director of 'the World
Summit.
• ·
"In the conference we are
going to be talking about the
changing d~emographics of
America and how we are to respond to that," l'·unn said.
Dr. Corneil West, a professor from Princeton University and an activist/author of The
New York Times best-seller Race
Matters , is· scheduled to speak on
the topic of multiculturalism. Also
scheduled is Dr. H: Ehrlich, who
wilt addrers the topic of campus
violence.
:. ·
''We here in Orlando, at the
University of Central Aorida, are
not exposed to a loi of the violence
on campus like some of the other
campuses are encountering," Dunn
said. "I don't know if it rs through

our own efforts that we have curtailed that particular thing, or if this
is just such a non-traditional campus that that type of thing wouldn't
heat up, but we are fortunate not to
· have it here none the less."
The summit was set up to
combat campµs violence before it
occurs.
"It is best to try and face the
issue instead of reacting to it trying to be proactive as far as violence is concerned," Dunn said.

, ..

Local people who are knowl-

edgeable on the topics gf cultural
diversity and multiculturalism have
also been included in the project as
well.
"I hope through that people
will see it as a very legitimate
project," Dunn said. "We think we
put a lot of effort in it to make it
something that people would want
to come to and listen and take part
in."
Dunn said he feels communi-

cation will be the key to a successful
summit.
"I've gone to conferences
myself, and there's very little communication between the delegates;
everything Js sort of like a classroom or like a lecture giving you
information," he said. "I want this to D Habitat for Humanity
be a little different, where people
builds homes for those
are interacting more often. I think
we give them plenty of time through- who are unfortunate. ·
out the conference for open conver- by ROSIBEL MONSERA TE
sation and most of our sessions will Staff wirter
be open air with people being
lJCF students are building
able to voice their concerns_. I
think that is the best way in homes for the homeless in Orlando.
which to break down walls that As part of the Habitat for Humanity
program, students spend their Satdivide us."
The summit. . started out urday mornings helping the poor.
Habitat for Humanity's misas a two-day program to focus
on minorities just on UCF cam- sion is to provide houses for famipus. The purpose was to try to lies who could otherwise not afford
educate minorities on fonding a home. l:'he goal of the program is
procedures, academics and so- to eliminate poverty housing and
homelessness. Habitat is based on
cial arenas.
"I felt it was a prime op- the premise that a decent place to
portunity to make this into a live is a fundamental right of every
conference where we could do human being.
Families are selected on the
a little bit more," Dunn said: "I
wanted to take it beyond UCF, basis of need, ability to pay the
and I think through that we will be. mortgageandgoodcharacter. Habimaking UCF a better.place !O be, and tat for Humanity also requires each
. also other schools and oolleges and family to put in 500 volunteer hours
. of"sweatequity"-free labor hours
universities around the state."
The student~ population of Jo the progiaIJl. To keep the price of
Florida has been the main target of the . houses as low as possible, Habitat
conference. The smnmit will include uses volunteer hours and as much
students from all facets of the educa- donated materials as possible.
"Habitat is a hand-up, not a
tional community. High school, comhand-out,"
said
Mariana
munity college, private colleges and
vo-tech students have all been invited. Loboguerrero of Habitat for Humani ty when referring to the
See SUMMIT, page 8 program's selection process. She

Students help local commun~

....

added that families work for their
houses.
"We're looking for volun- ·
teers," Kristin Ezick, UCF Habitat
for Humanity coordinator, said.
"Habitat for Humanity is a way for
students to help the community and
to learn at the same time."
The UCF chapter is divided
into three committees: building,
fund-raising and education. The
building committee volunteers its
Saturday mornings to construct
houses for the program, while the
fund-raising committee is in charge
- of raising $35,000 to sponsor a
house. The education committee's
purposeistocreateawarenessofthe
strife the homeless face. It also
raises consciousness of the need for
affordable housing.
''There's so much student interestatUCFtoworkwithHabitat,"
said Kathy Bond, assistant director
ofVolunteerUCF. "We established
a chapter to promote Habitat and
community service.n
The UCF Habitat for Humanity Chapter riext meeting will be 4
p.m. on April 18 in Student Center
Room 227. The chapter will work
on a Habitat house with the Greater
Orlando chapter April 23. Interested students may can UCF Habitat for Humanity at 823-2611 for
more information.
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BUYHOURS April 20,21,22

8:30-5:00

April 23
.April 25,27,28 ·April 29
April 30

10:00-3:00
8:30-7:00
8:30-5:00
10:00-3:00
7
8:30- :00
8:30-5:00
0:00-3:00
1

3
May Z
May 4,5,6
May 7

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
SUMMER HOURS . .
.
May 9,10,11
May 12,13
May 14
May 16,17,18,19
May 20

-

8:30-4:30
8:30-7:00
10:00-3:00
8:30-7:00
8:30-5:00

25% OFF ALL . UCF
CLOTHING
AND
GIFT ITEMS
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REGULAR SUMMER HOURS
Monday and Tuesday

8:30-&:oo
8:30-S:OO
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IMPORTANT
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PLEASE BE CAREFULL.
DO NOT LEAVE YOUR BOOKS
UNATTENDED!
TEXTBOOK THEFT IS A PROBLEM.

•

REPORT LOST /STOLEN BOOKS IN WRITTING TO
UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT AND THE
BOOKSTORE

•

••
•

PRESENT THIS AD WHEN YOU SELL BACK ·vouR BOOKS AND GET A FREE
UCF PLASTIC LICENSE PLATE
I
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA. BOOKSTORE
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ISA receives Challenge 2000 Award

SlJCIDE Pill"lNilON SER\'ICE
\Ve Care Crisis Center
425-2624

by REX HOGGARD
News editor

>

•
The UCF International StudentAssociation received top honors at the annual Challenge 2000
Award Cennony. The competition judged student's ability to
practice risk management.
"The original p1ans for the
[International Fair, he1d Sept. 27,]
involved 60 students who used
risk management techniques to
deal with crowd control, electrical distribution, hea1th ramifications and any number of other
problems," said Joanna McCully,
coordinator of student programs
and services at UCF. ·
The Internationa1 Fair was
held to promote cu1tural awareness among students and the Centr~l Florida community. The fair
provided information on 37 nations, said McCu11y.
The award, presented March
31 by Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice
president for Student Affairs, was
given to the group in the Univer-

•
•
•

•

GRIND

~
ISA receives the Challenge 2000 Award from Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of Student Affairs March 31.
ganization not only draw from a
wide range of international resources butalsoeducation~I backgrounds. "Mufadda1 Bootwala
[ISA president] is a business major and Melinda Crowley [vice
president ofISA] is an anthropology major," McCully said.
ISA will be competing in
the Saturn Competition, which
also involves a risk management/
problem so1ving scenario, Tuesday in the Presidential Dinning
Room. Interested students may
contact Jean Holt at 823-2611.

sity Dinning Room.
McCully also pointed out
that although the competition focused on international problems
and solutions, 15 percent of the
members of ISA are American
students. "The club is not just students from other places. We try to
involve as many students as possible." McCully said.
The International Student
Organization comprises 754 students from 90 countries, according to McCully.
The students within the or-

A
COFFEE
BAR
FRI-SAT-SUN> Buy One - Get One Free
Gourmet & Expresso
Sun. - Thurs. 4pm-2am/Fri.-Sat. 4pm-3am
Alafaya Village Center
Alafaya at East Colonial SR 50 (Calico Jacks)
407-382-2005

Future writer announced Newsmaker award winner
by REX HOGGARD
News editor

Tim Dady, a staff writer with
The Central Florida Future, was
announced the 1994 Florida Teaching Profession-National Education
Association Newsmaker Award recipient on April 7.
The award is given annually to
a high school or college student who
exhibits excellence in journalism.
Dady's articl~. headlined
"Title IX violation ·rocks UCF,"
appeared on the front page of the
Jan. 26 issue of the Future. The
article reported the federal probe
into UCF's athleti". program fol-

•

:Uture
Tiiie IX violation rocks UCF

lowing a letter written by Jane
Surdyka, a gender equity activist.
The letter accused the · UCF program of gender inequality in its
sports programs .
The article also addressed
how this investigation might effect
UCF' s move to division 1-A in football.
"It's great to be recognized
like this; it is a motivating factor to

keep writing good articles," Dady
said.
According to Jim Barrett,
FrP-NEA media relations director,
the award will be given to Dady at
the general session of the FTP-NEA
Representative Assembly April 29
at the Tampa Convention Center.

•

Licensed, Award Wmnmg
Female Artist
DEANA LIPPENS
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Earn Ext;a $ - Gain Valuable Work Experience
Make Key contacts with Orlando's Top Companies
Make your resume look GREAT!

PIZZA HUT

IT'S CRUNCH TIME AGAIN!!!

We have part-time & full-time positions available for bright enthusiastic students
this summer! We'll work with your schedule! Never a fee.

North Orlando: (409) 875-0220 South Orlando: (407) 850-2250

Are your final papers, projects and reports done??
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_Do. you just need.a hand finishing up?

If you can answer YES to any of the above, we can
help. Whatever your task (term papers, projects,
reports, thesis-including graphics, charts and
artwork) WE CAN DO IT!! We're FAST!

. $'

We're GOOD! We're CHEAP!! Call us today
(407) 359-1888
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I BUY ANY 6" SUB OR ~~••
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SMALL SALAD & GET
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SUBS
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ONE
I
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JOBS!
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at 277-1445 and start planning your summer fun!!!

AmeriCorps wHI allow students to earn money for college
AMERICORPS, from page l
pating in the program to submit applications to the state coordinator. ·'If you want to start
a program, you must start the
process soon, because we will
begin funding programs in the

spring."
Deborah Col by, director
of the Women's Residential
and Counselling Center of Orlando, showed interest in the
program. ..I certainly would
like more information about the
program to see how it works,"

Colby said.
Other local organizations
have expressed interest in the
program as well. Rosibel
Monserate, a member of Volunteer UCF, said, ·'We are not
invo1 ved yet, but we intend to
look into the program and see
what it takes to become involved."
Frucher said that many
positive things had been learned
from a smaller program last
summer. "We learned that we
had to start small in order to
accomplish the things · we
wanted to," Frucher said.
"At this point it is really a
logistics problem. We have to
cover such a wide area in such a
short time. It is going to take
some time," said Frucher. The
1995 program will involve approximately 20,000 students.
Under the program, students can receive work and educational benefits for two years.
Following the initial two years,
a student can also work and re:
ceive a salary but no educational
benefits.
The salary is taxable, but
Frucher was unsure if the educational benefits were as well.
"This is not affected by other
loans or grants," she said ..
"Anyone interested in the
program can call 1-800-94ACORPS and we will put them
in contact with the appropriate
local organization," Frucher
said.

An auto insurance
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CALL US FOR MORE INFORM ATION-365-8388

I

WUCF-FM, your campus station, is looking for
students in all aspects of the station. News
Director Trace Trylko is expanding the 89.9 news
department and is accepting applications for
news writers, reporters, producers and anchors.

Also, Sports Director Robert Galbraith will be
holding auditions for people interested in
anchqring "Sports Beat" segments. The auditions
will be held Tuesday, April 19 and Thursday, April
.21 at3 p.m. in the Instructional Resources television

studio. For more information on news or sports

•

openings,call823-2444between2-7p.m.we~kday

afternoons.' Positions, including dj's and music
assistants are also available in the station's music
programming areas. Call 823-0899 for details.
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10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL UCF STUDENTS
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Pro-choice group destroys inserts
College Press Service

•

•
•

•

•

''P.O.W. has stopped inaccurate anti-choice propaganda from
CORAL GABLES - A being distributed to students by the
group calling itself "Pissed Off school paper, the Hurricane," the
Wimmin" claimed responsibility for faxed release said. "We will not
destroying I 0,000 pro-life newspa- allow any person or any group to
per inserts that were supposed to be usurp or restrict our right to abordistributed April 5 by The Miami tion. Instead we wilJ unmask the
Hurricane.
'right to life' hate mongers and reHowever, the student news- · veal their agenda of misogyny. Tabpaper at the University of Miami loids such as this are the so-ca11ed
has vowed to deliver reprinted ad- 'right to lifer's' desperate effort to
vertising supplements as scheduled. make women feel shame or guilt for
''The bottom line is that we're having abortions. P.O.W says
not going to let this get in the way of women will have abortions openly
_getting infonnation out there," said and without apology."
Julio Fernandez, the Hurricane's
One odd aspect was that the
business manager.
Ferncaz

•

•

''

where the supplements were stored
in the University Center. The storage area is in a fire exit that is not
heavily trafficked except by those
who work in the center.
Human Life ofMinnesotahas
been targeting college newspapers
with the advertising supplements
for the past few years, and the inserts have caused controversy on
others campuses. The Miami incident appears to have been the first
time that the inserts were destroyed
prior to publication.
"This has never happened
before," said Virginia Colonel, president of the Broward County Right
to Life Foundati on.
· The preprinted suppleit's Rush ments, which

r--------------------,
MR. KAB 0 B .
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I
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. ..
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I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I 12245 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(-with proper i.d.)
I
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._
112s2-4442
.
·
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.
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· 1 Across

from UCF in the UC6 Shopoini! Center

rComfortable ... Convenient ... ~

said his staff
This is censorship. I don't-care if
intended to
The Central
distribute the
Limbaugh propaganda. The First
Florida Future
newspapers
has also been
the morning of Amendment assures that all information is
paid to insert,
April 5 rather
available to everyone. ·
are distributed
than the night
Lynette
Malinger
inside newspa- ·
before_to prepers
for a fee. .
vent anyone
editor, The Miami Hurricane
Ten pages of the
from tonfisinserts, which
eating or de- ·
stroying issues at distribution points. header on the faxed press release . featurephotosofdevelopingfetuses
A group that identified itself as indicated it either had been sent andfirst-personac~oui:itsaboutwhy
''Pissed Off Wimmin," or P.O.W., from a pro-life group's Miami of- youngwomenshouldnothaveaborfaxed a press release to the newspaper fice or from a facsimile machine tions, are provided by the MinneMarch 28, claiming responsibility for that had been reprogrammed to make sota group, while local pro-life
trashing the supplements. Police be- it appear that the release had come groups include customized local inlieve the inserts from Human Life of from Respect Life of the Roman formati~n on the other two pages.
Fernandez said the cost of
Minnesota Inc., a pro-life organiza- CatholicArchdioceseofMiami. The
tion, were destroyed between 2:30 release claiming responsibility for running the supplement was $600.
the vandalism also concluded by However, he said it appeared that
a.m. and 5 am. March 28.
The 12-page tabloids were giving an information number that The Hurricane would have pay at
srrewn across the tloor of a stairwell is the same as R~spect Life's.
least $300 of the $2,000 it would
in the Whitten Un,iversity Center
Joan Crown, associate direc- take to reprint and ship new suppleand red _paint was poured on them. torofRespect Life, said P.O.W. had men ts to replace the ruined ones.
Paint also was poured into boxes of givenRespectLife'stelephonenumLynette Malinger, editor of
supplements. Boxes containing ber in anotlter incident in what the the newspaper, said she thought the
another supplement, U: The Na- group claimed responsibility for issue of free speech was more imtional College Magazine, were not spray-painting a coat hanger and the ~ portant than the money. "This is
touched. A flier glued to the wall fonn of a dying woman's body on censorship," she said. "I don't care
depicted a coat hangerand the words, the sidewalk outside the Miami City if it's Rush Limbaugh propaganda.
''The alternative to legal abortion," Hall.
The First Amendment assures that
with P.0.W.'s name and logo, a
Officials could not immedi- al1 informationisavailabletoeveryclenched fist raised in the air.
ately explain how -vandals knew one."

THAT'S

ALAFAYA TRAIL
APARTMENTS

2501 ALAFAYA TRAII. ORLANDO. FL. 32826

COME SEE OUR
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Apartments with:
FREE water,sewer & Pest Control
GE appliances
Mini-blinds
Carpeting
AMPLE parking
Swimming pool
Entertainment deck for your
private functions
2 lighted tennis courts
Basketball court
· Lighted, sand-pit volleybaH court
ropen Monday Thru Friday 9-Spm""'
Sat. 10-4pm Sun. 12-4pm
\...
(407) 275-8950
,J

6-77-7988
University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of Universily & Goldenrod

Author speaks to UCF students
D Jane Goodall
informs students of
chimps' plight.

•

•

graphically depicting the destruction of the chimpanzees' habitat
and the implications of that destruction for the survival of human beings.
by ANDI JOHNSON
She ended the speech with
Staff wirter
hope, however, as she reminded
Jane Goodal 1, author of In the the audience of how "impossible
Shadow of Man and The Chim- it seemed I 00 years ago to have a
panzees of Combe, spoke at UCF man on the moon."
on April 8. The scientist, who.reJason Graziano, a psycholceived her doctorate degree from ogy major at the University of
Cambridge University, is best South Florida, traveled from
known for living among chim- Tampa to see her. "It was very
panzees - our closest (elative, eye-optjning and informative,"
according to Goodall.
Graziano said.
Goodall narrated a slide proToddChambery,aanthropolduction which traced the family ogy major, said, "it was interesting.
of a chimpanzee named Flossy. She alerted the audience of the deThe slides showed that the social struction of the monkey's habitat."
capabilities of the chimps are much
Those seeking more informalikehumans. "Whatlhavelearned tion on how to become involved in
from them has shaped my under- saving the chimps may contact the
standing of human behavior, of Jane Goodall Institute for wildlife
our place in nature," Goodall said. research, education and conservaGoodall continued to draw tion through Wildlife Concern Inthe similarities between chimps ternational: 4630 S; Kirkman Rd.,
and humans including their abil- # 160, Orlando, FL 32811, or write
ity to wage war, to have friend- toDonBuford,CEO,P.O.Box599,
ships, and to have close family Ridgefield, CT 06877. The phone
ties. She concluded her lecture by number is (203) 43 l-2099.
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Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nu rs-

,,,..--:-__ with your level of experience. As

~~~,~~~~an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMl NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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CAMPUSES AT:. BOCA RATON •DAVIE• DOWNTOWN FORT LAUDERDALE• PALM BEACH GARDENS• FT. PIERCE
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: COURSE OFFERINGS: SUMMER 1994
ACCOUNTING*
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART*
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BIOLOGY*
BUSINESS*
CHEMISTRY*
CIVIL/OCEAN ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE*

-

DECISION&. INFORMATION SYSTEMS*
ECONOMICS*
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP*
ELEMENTARY/SECONDARY EDUCATION*
ENGINEERING

THIS-- SUMMER...

ENGLISH & COMPARATIVE LITERATURE*
ETHNIC/WOMEN'S STUDIES

Take advantage of an outstanding
opportunity to select the courses you
may need or want during Florida
Atlantic University's summer .terms:

EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION*
EXERCISE SCIENCE & WELLNESS
FINANCE*
GEOGRAPHY*
GEOLOGY

SUMMER A - MAY 9th to JUNE 20th
SUMMER B -JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th
SUMMER C - MAY 9th to AUGUST 12th

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION*
HISTORY.*
INSURANCE*

Interact with members of a worldclass faculty noted for great teaching
skills and expertise in their
respective fields.
Experience the best of all worlds
including the bright, attractive FAU
campuses and the pleasant,
challenging environment that exists
with students, faculty and staff.
A full range of quality services,
facilities and activities are available
for students of all ages.

MANAGEMENT, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS*
MARKETING*
MATHEMATICS*
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MUSIC*

i:
~-

.

PHILOSOPHY
PHYSICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE*
PSYCHOLOGY*
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION*
SOCIAL WORK*
SOCIOLOGY*
THEATRE
URBAN & REGIONAL PLANNING*

Don't wait. Act now and get detailed
registration information, course
offerings and scheduling
availabilities. What in the world are
you waiting for? It just might be
here at Florida Atlantic University.

NURSING*

•

BOCA RATON CAMPUS:
777 GLADES ROAD
P.O. BOX 3091
BOCA RATON, FL 33431-0991
DAVIE CAMPUS:
3501 SW DAVIE ROAD
DAVIE, FL 33314

• * These courses are also available at the
Davie campus-Broward

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
A GREAT STATE UNIVERSITY CLOSE TO YOU
_,,,-..

..

FOR .MORE INFORMATION CALL: BOCA RATON: 1-800-299-4328; BROWARD: 1 ·800·'7 64-2222

I.
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Clark University lowers

Herpes tent greets
spring breakers

price for a master's degree
•
•
I>

•
•

~

College Press Service

WORCESTER, Mass. -Students who pursue four-year degrees at
Oark University will be eligible for a
fifth year of free tuition to complete a
master's degree under a new program
designed to combat the rising cost of
education.
&sentially the program allows
eligible students who maintain grade
point averages of 3.25 or higher to
receive a master's in business adrninistration, health administration or

''

They can make
themselves more
competitive in the
job market without
incurring
substantially more
debt.
- Roger Kasperson
provost, Clark
University

Clark University has offered
the accelerated five-year degree
programs for more than 20 years.
The waiving of the fifth-year
tuition, believed to be the first program of its kind in the nation, recogniz.es studentand parent concerns about
the escalating costs of a bachelor's
degree. It also recognizes that a
bachelor's degree doesn't necessarily
ensure professional career opportunities anymore, the university said in a
news release.
The cost savings are substantial, particularly for expensive programs such as MBA degrees. :MBA
students at Clark can expect to save
about $22,(XX) in tuition, room and
board for the sixth year they won't
need, plus the $17,500 in tuition that
the university will waive for the fifth
year.

q

•

master's degrees in other fields
for the price of a bachelor's degree.
ClarkProvostRoger Kasperson
said there are three advantages for
students who opt for the five-year,
combined degree programs. "First,
they can save themselves the price of
a master's degree .or MBA," he said.
"Second, while they are doing that,
they can accelerate their studies
throughwell-designedandstrongacademic programs. Third, they can make
themselves more competitive in the
job market without incurring substantially more debt."

•

tJU,,,/ittftett~if·'1f ~:/oJtal ~

.<Bift

9lliofifie .

College Press Service

DAYTONA BEACH - As
tens of thousands of college students descended this year on Florida
for the usual rowdy week of sex,
heavy drinking and second-degree
sunburns, they were greeted by an
unusual sight on the beach: a herpes
tent.
The National Foundation for
Infectious Diseases joined
Burroughs Wellcome Co. to sponsor a March 14-23 program called
''Turning the Tide on Herpes," which
included an informational tent located where the action was-on the
beach.
"One in five Americans has
herpes, and lot of people get it while
in college or their early 20s," Green
noted.

(.Jl'e~l lo

fiJo-t.do rca1ili11a)

366-N'/l

·secretary's Week- April 24th-30th
Teacher's Appreciation Day - May 1st-7th

Moth~er's
Day - May 8th
.
.

ir:--

-~------r---

tr REE1$5 .00 1$5.00 Of~

I .

I

I
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I Any Fresh Floral I

1Buy I Cut Flower I Corsages for:
PromsDay
I Get 1 Free I Mother's

I Purchase . I
INol V3hd.($30
o_r mor.e)
. I
w1lh w1rescrv1ccs or Wllh

L.2"i~~ ~res 6- J~ _L _!!th~pon Ex~ ~-2!._

l_

Of cqu3I or Lesser Vruuc

other offers - Delivery Exlr:l
Wilh coupo~Expin:s 5/119~

O)fe de&uei oi whe yoU/I, clioi<XJ o//w~!t/loute't u11.11a1'fl'emen/J,.,
ffteen jdanli>., lalloon6, giftladk/4

WE ALSO HAVE BEATIFUL SILK ARRANGEMENTS, DISH
GARDENS AND FINE GIFfS.
.

· Student Bargains

at the

·save more•. lt'sbeen' reiife-cf6efore~
••

-~

•

--

~-

-

-

-

1.

~

---

-

>-

.,._

SKYDtVE!
World
Skydiving
Center

•

Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. .from $199.99

5-Pc. Dinette Sets .......................from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables .. ~ ......... .from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets .............................. Jrom $ 59.99

in beautiful Lake Wales
• Daily Classes • Tandem • Static Line •
• First Jump Specials Available • Group Rates •

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ v.1sA· ]

CORT~

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. . .
Sat. I0 a.m.-5 p.m.
~
~

FURNITURE RENTAL
CLEARANCE CENTER

Open 7 Days A Week • (813) 678-1003
440 Airport' Rd., Lake Wales, FL 33853

Looks like a
,Viyarin night.

•

•

/

{\;.

')

~

·.

(;, ~

:=._.

~

)

...
-

..

~

AFS and REDBOOK Wire Serviccs·-We Accept all major credit cards

-

•

NOW OPEN· UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
co~ld have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing .
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!

'3 Co
. s

llf'Revive with VIVARIN!"
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Work shops and games to highlight World Summit
SUMMIT, from page J
TheUCFcommunityhasbeen
very responsive financially. The
schoolsofEducation,Engineeringand
Arts and Sciences, along with the
officersofStudentAffairs,Publicand
Community Relations have donated
moneyfortheconference. Theoffices
of UCF President John Hitt and Dr.
LeVester Tubbs of Student Affairs
have also given support.
The conference will start Friday at 8 am. with registration and
hotel check-in. Between 3:45 and 5
p.m. there will be a World Market and
Swap Shop Workshop. The lnternational Student Association set up the
World Market, which will include

food and merchandise from a variety
of countries. It will also have a booth
setupwhereattendantscanpurchasea
copyoftheirnamewritteninChinese,
Arabic, Hindu, Russian and Greek.
ISA will also run two workshops on Saturday. The workshops
will each have five international students discussing how to motivate the
international student to become involved in campus activities.
''Basical1yitwi1=!beaimedata11
students, but from the perspective of
the international student," said Joanna
McCully, adviser for the ISA
Another event will be the World
~e. AccordingtoMichelleTucker,
directorofmarketingforStudentGovemment, the World Game is like a

big game board where the delegates of the conference will be
the game pieces.
"The idea of the game is to
make a world where you would
like to live in," Tucker said.
Registration will continue until
Saturday morning. The fee is $50,
which includes workshops, speakers
and food. According to Tucker, there
were scholarships available for UCF
students, but they have all been
awarded. Students who stilJ wish to
attend can ask the SG senate for funding. Anyone who would like more
infonnation or would like to volunteer
should contact Michelle Tucker,
TerranceDunnorTinaEloinintheSG
office at 823-2191.

I
1 •

I

,..--ToMikEddiES
Travel & Events Coordinator
"A Leisure Resource Company"
Low Airfares, Cheap Car Rentals
Great Hotel Rates
Located on Almoa at St. Andrews in the Crealde Executive Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE• SUITE 1 3 WINTER PARK, FL
" '
Call (407) Gn-9285 OR 1-800-392-8253 \ :-.. \ . ' ..

I·
I
I

We give you the resources.
You bring the resolve.
(

I..

you put in,
the more
Photo/Justine Rose

The UCF Orchestra held "Symphony Under the Stars" in front of the Reflection pond Thursday.

NEWS BITS
0 The Orlando Shakespeare Festival wi11 begin at the Walt Disney
Amphitheater at .Lake Eola Park
Apri1 l at8 p.m. Special ticket prices
for UCF students, faculty , staff and
alumni are available. This year's
performances will include "Hamlet" and "Much Ado About Nothing." For ticket information call 8419787.

you go up.
GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

in the 1994 Fall Semester Calendar.
The deadline for submission is April
26. Send submissions to the Student
Center room 203 or fax to 8235593.

'_1

0 Subway and Miss America will

be sponsoring The Second Harvest
Food Bank April 24 from 3 to 4:30
p.m. During these 90 minutes, anyone who brings a canned good to
0 "WalkAmericaforHealthierBa- Subway will receive a free 6-inch
bies" will be sponsoring a walk-a- sub. National spokesperson for the
thon April 23 at Lockhaven Park. project and 1994 Miss America
All participants wi11 receive a T- Kimberly Aiken said, "The -'Heroes
shirt with their $25 pledge. For fur- For Hunger' food drive is an importher information contact Betty · tant step in addr~ssing the many
Conklin at 423-6931.
problems that the homeless face,
problems such as housing, educa0 The International Orlando Fringe tion and unemployment."
Festival is seeking volunteers to
work as production assistants, ush- 0 The UCF Filipino Student Asers, venue captains and other as- sociation will be sponsoring "Emsorted jobs. The festival will be April brace The Culture." The goal of
22 through May I. For further infor- "Embrace The Culture" is to bring
mation contact Linda Hightower at local Filipino eommunities to648-0077.
gether to celebrate Asian-Pacific
month which is in May. The event
0 The SGA Study Center will re- begins May 14 at Lake Claire.
main open during finals week. The
center's hours will be:
OThe UCFCollegeRepublicans will
April 27 - 12 a.m. to 8 a.m.
sponsor guest speaker Jeb Bush April
April 28 and 29 - 1 a.m. to 8 a.m. 18 at4p.m. in the Wild Pizza. Bush is
May 2,3 and 4 - 1 a.m. to 8 a.m.
a candidate for governor of Florida.
SGA ·will also be providing coffee
and doughnuts to help with those 0 Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
'All-Nighters.' For further informa- will be holding their first annual
tion call 823-2191.
"Faculty and Staff Breakfast"
April 15 at8 a.m. in the President's
0 The Campus Activities Board is Board Room. The breakfast gives
requesting information from cam- faculty and staff the opportunity
pus clubs and organizations to place to meet the Lambda Chi brothers.

The Gay & Lesbian Hot Spot

RETRO TRACKS
The Best in Old Wave wi~h Billboard DJ
John Carpenter

FREE DRA·F TS
8pm - Midnight
18 & up Welcome
l)~~tck§ .Orlando- &43 . Le_eJld~

- (407) 644-3336

:PROPER lD IS ALWAYS RE UIRED
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"Do you think the two-for-one registration policy
is beneficial to students?"

•

"It was not
much of a
difference. I
mean , you
did it all at
the same
time. I don't
know if it
made any
difference to
the process."

•

•

- Kirsten Podd
advertising, junior

•

cess a little easier. I think it is
pretty cool.
"It is kind of hard for some
people. I am only a freshman, and
trying to get basic classes is hard ;
they that always seem to be full.
My roommate had a really hard
time last semester."

- Harris Light
biology, freshman
''It made the

- Ligia DeSousa
legal studies, junior

process
harder. I had
to call back
twice ~nd it
took
so
much time. I
guess that it
was because
people were
on the phone
for so long and it took twice as
much time."

"If I were staying here for the
summer, it would make the pro-

- Tara _Carbia
legal studies, junior

"I am on scholarship, and I always get to register the first day. I
am sure for other people it might
make it easier getting to register
for both semesters at the same
time. They will be able to get their
classes before anyone else."

''I thought it
was easier .
You seem to
get it over
with, and
that makes it
easier. I really don't
mind, because where
I went to
school last year, we did it the
same way and it seems to make
the process easier. So it was no
major change for me."

- Todd Robinson
computer science, junior
"It was easier. I mean, if you are
going to register for summer and
fall at the same time, why not-do it
all at once? "

- Robin Finlayson
psychology, junio_r

NEED A SU.M MER JOB?
In 1993, we employed 2000 students in our program. They earned an average of $350 per week
plus a $2000 college scholarship paid to you.
Interested? Call 895-0355 for an interview. Ask
for Tim, College Program Coordinator.

c

GR\LL

& BAR

· ~~unces'

'Lill>

'~~
y Happy Hour Everyday!!! '

From 11 til 7 2 for 1 Drinks
•(Includes Premium brands !5
12181 E. Colonial Dr. Corner of
Colonial/Alafaya Serving Food until llpm sunday-thursday 12am
friday-saturday Call 384-6622 for
·
to go orders
* Excludes phone orders

l

.:------':1
Mention this ad for a

_____ _.J

ho% discount on foodl
lonly -Expires 5/1/94

.._

•

•

•

•

REGISTER TO WIN $500
Come see the new Saturns April 12-13 - 9:00am-3:00pm
BOOKSTORE GREEN •·In Association with the University of Central Florida Student Center
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History key to summer· program
D Summer voting drive
sparks memories of
past drives.
College Press Service
Thirty years ago, the summer ennui of America was shattered by the murders of three civil
rights workers in Mississippi. This
year, a foundation named for one
of those young men has joined
with other groups in a national
effort to recapture ;that youthful
activism with Freedom Summer
'94.
This summer young people
will work with civil rights veterans at three national conferences
to identify social problems facing
their generation and. what they
can do to solve them. Three
national conferences are
planned to articulate a "national youth agenda," to form a
network of youth activists and
to launch a national TV and
radio public service campaign,
produced by the Andrew
Goodman Foundation in collaboration with Rock the Vote.
The Andrew Goodman
Foundation is working with the
Black Student Leadership Network, the United States Student
Association, the Student Leadership Network, the United States
Student Association, the Student
Environmental Action Coalition,
Youth Action, Rock the Vote and
other grassroots organizations to

help youths work on issues such
as peace, justice and opportunity.
"Andy and the thousands of
young people involved in the civil
rights movement believed in activism as a way of life," said
Goodman's moth:er, Carlyn
Goodman. "Young people today
are just as dedicated to righting
social ills. Their experience and

''

Thousands of
young people
involved in the civil
rights movement
believed in activism
as a way of life.
-Andrew Goodman
vision must be at the heart of the
debate about the future of their
generation and the country."
Goodman, James Chaney
and Michael Schwerner were
killed during Freedom Summer of
1964, a massive voter registration
drive in rural, black Mississippi
that took place in defiance of publicly sanctioned discrimination.
The young men were among 1,000
college students organized by the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) to join

registration efforts already begun
by black residents.
During the summer, 15,000
African-Americans filled out uoter
registration cards, and 80,000
pedPle joined the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. But the
effort was marred by bloodshed.
Eighty people were beaten, 1,000
were arrested and four died, including Chaney, Schwerner and
Goodman.
"Our country today faces
problems as dramatic as racism
and oppression of Mississippi in
the 1960s," said U.S. Rep. John
Goodman, D-Ga., former chairman of the SNCC. "But images of
violence and despair obscure the
hard work of young people struggling to help their communities.
We must recognize the hard work
of young people - and provide .
the resources they need to tackle
the seemingly insurmountable
problems facing them."
The groups involved said it
was important to look back in order to move forward. "Freedom
Summer '94 provides an important opportunity for this generation of youth activists to revisit
the strategies of Missis-sippi in
1964," said Lisa Sullivan of the
Black Student Leadership Network. "This experience is invaluable to help us determine the best
way to jump-start a social movement in the 1990s capable of completing the unfinished business of
the civil rights movement."

MARKET A PIECE

OF THE MAGIC!
Disney Vacation Club has immediate casual seasonal openings for
exciting, dynamic, and driven individuals interested in joining our
team of Marketing Associates.
·_
Selected candidates will generate, develop and qualify leads via direct
guest contact while serving as a Sales/Marketing Representative for
Disney Vacation Clubi create unique sales approach strategies for each
guest; and share product knowledge with guests resulting in: 1) booking
a Sales Center tour, 2) a request for more information on Disney Vacation
Club, and/or 3) a request to speak with a licensed sales representative.
The rate of pay for these positions is $6.95 per hour. We will be conducting interviews on Tuesday, April 19, 1994. Please stop by the UCF
Care.er Resource Center, Administration Building, Room 124 to schedule a personal appoinunent.
The Walt Disney Co. 1s committed lo achieving a successfully diverse work force,

Cl The Wall Disney Company

An Equal Opportunity Employa

east

Macintosh" LC 575 81160,
internal App/eC[JTM 300i Plus CD-ROM
Drive, Af;ple" Keyboard II and mouse.

Only $1,846.00.

fuJJer Macin/oshT"M 1100!6ruv 81500,
internal AppfeC[JTM JOOi Plus CD-ROM Drive, Macintosh"
Color Display, Apple9 F.xlended Keyboard fl and mouse.

Only $4,052.00.

available within your budget. Meaning you get it all. Power. Quality. And affordGiving people more value for their money has made Macintosh· the_best-selling
ability. It's that simple. So, if that sounds like value
personal computer on campuses and acros.s the counAffordable computers from Apple.
try for the past two years* And that's a trend that
to you, visit your Apple Campus
1 •'Reseller today. And leave your dictionary at home.
is likely to continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook9 models

Appie .

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am -4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm
or call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226.

•
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GREEK CORNER

FORRENI'

·

Summer Resort Jobs - Earn to
$12/hr. + tips. Hawaii, Florida,
Rockies, Alaska, New England,
etc. 1-800-807-5950 ext. R5418

1
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TUTORS

TYPISTS

Accounting Tutor: CPA/Former
Professional typing in my home al College Instr. Call Loretta at 629ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
lows me to offer my services at ve
1932
MENT-Earn to $8,000+ in 2 mos
reasonable rates. Term papers
benefits. Male/Female. No Exp. nee
reports, resumes, cover letters, etc
Special
, 2bd/2ba,
Rent
essary (206) 545-4155 ext A5418
For your convenience, I have
Washer&DryerinApt. WaiktoUCF.
Nice large rooms, safe Bldg, re- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' FAX, so your drafts can be faxed
modeled, $425 mo, plus deposit. Cruise ships now hiring- earn up saving you a delivery trip. CAL Pub Ii shin g I Job-Se a re h.
Call Rick, 380-3531, only one Apt to $2000/ryionth working on Cruise JANE SPRING at 645-0880. I'
Laserprinting, Papers, Resumes,
left. 12185 Des Cartes Ct. No Pets Ships or Land-Tour companies. only a phone call away.
Transparencies, Graphics-Aut
World travel. Summer and Full-Time t------...,.....------' CAD. Job-Hunts, any occupation,
_A_P_T_f_o-rR_e_n_t_.2_B_R_/-2B_A_._G_r_e-at_l_o_---i employment available. No experi- A+ Typing and Word Processing
national database. 679-8342. Digital Beeper 897-0782
cation. Walk to school. Washer/ ence necessary. For more informaQuality work! Quick results!
Dryer, Ceiling Fans. $475 @ mo. tion call 1-206 -634-0468 ext C5418
Call today (407) 366-7123
Episcopal Campus Ministry
Call 321-7343
UCF YEAR END SPECIAL!!
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
For Rent: 2 ' Bedrm/2 Bath EARN 100'S OF DOLLARS. ProKCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
Student Center
Townhouse, walking distance to cessingmailinthe.comfortofyourown
Term papers and resumes at terStudents, Staff, Faculty, all
UCF
$450
mo,
with
W/D,
microhome!
Local
mail
order
company
is
rific rates 281-8888 M-S 9-9 Genny Have a mini-party. Students & stat
welcome
i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 wave. 363-5636
seeking individt:Jals to precess over
enjoy a 1 hour scenic trail ride on
UCF DIVE CLUB-SCUBA
1-------____;-------i flowofrnail.Send$5forsuppliestoget
WORD PROCESSING
gentle horses. 3 miles from UCF.
DABBADO!
Large Townhouse for rent, 2bd/ startedandwe'llsupplytherest.Send . Letusdothework! Quality&Low AftertherideenjoyFREEhotdog
Just the facts, Man: ~ Devil's
2ba, Walk to Campus, nice carpet,
MONEY ORDER or cash to: 10600
prices $$$. 359-7354
over an open campfire. Each ride
6
Den Sinkhole, 4
Research
w/
fresh paint, wash/dry hookups, . Bl00mfieldDr.Ste.15180rlando,FL t----W-O_R
___
D_M_A_S_T_E_R__ _~ receivesaFREEbagoffreshpicked
5
123 _7 SCFOS,
meeting
small pet, some furn. avail. only 32825. Hurrywhileposttionsareopen!
T
oranges to take home. BYOB. Call
5
214
_ 4125for info
$465 mo, avail. Aug. 1st to a conGreat opportunity!
S yping and resume service
now. Kensington Stables, Oviedo
8007
82_
...__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1 scientious renter, 244J9870, CALL
ince 1986 for all your student
365-9866, 365-9815. 1-3 persons
,
NOW, DON'T WAIT
Life Guard needed in April, to work
needs. IBM and laser equip.
$20 ea. 4+ persons $18 ea.
i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 at Country Club Sat./Sun.
FIT
Same-day service avail. We've
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Beautiful Condo for rent, 2 bd/21/
Summer. Must have Red Cross
moved, call for info. 277-9600
The brotherhood would like to
Cert. in Standard First Aid and t - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
welcome in our new brothers: John 2 ba, remodel, pool, washer/dryer,
Comm. CPR Position needs to be
TYPING/WORD PROCESSINGi--------------1
Antes, Mike Dix, Matt Fox, Kathleen parking. Only a few min. from UCF
filledimm. Ca11Kristin678-7736or Term papers, Reports, etc., MLA, Auto Insurance!! Save Today with
Keith, Mary Nagy, and Eric Weiner. $550 mo. Call (404) 396-1020 or
leave ·n:iessage. You will love this APA, Chicago. Flexible rates. I'd months to pay. Discounts for exBeta Tau would like to thank all the (407) 628-2485
like your business. Mike or Grace change students. Tag renewals.
brothers for their help and support, r-__;,----------1 job!!
t-=-:-=:~~=-------""."'"~--...,.~
Dunham 277-7787 eves.
Call 894-4254
esp our Big Bros. Sea World on
For Re n:t 2 bed rooms/2 bath ,
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff16th with Gamma Lambda. What's
asher/dryer, 12008 Alafaya
ing envelopes at home. Send long
RESUME TIME!
up with "Days"? Mike, where's your
oods Ct., call 695-0548
SASE to: Country Living Shop- CD Media "Overnight" Resume
chicken?? PROUD TO BE A
· pers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box 1779• Service. Full service, professional
DELTASIG
Oenham Springs, LA 70727
resumes, personal cover letters,
ALPHA KAJ:>PA PSI

•

Classified

Congratulations to all our new Brothers! Remember that this Saturday
is Yellow Rose--Get psyched! Only
two more weeks until the end of the
semester-study hard for finals!!
Take it from the expert--beware of
the women of Baja!! Glad to be a
Bro!!

2bd/2ba duplex w/screened porch
at 12238 E. Cove, Avail. 5/1. 6717832

.

SERVICES

CLUDINFO

41

1

I

OTHER

AUTOS

-W-ai-te-r/W-a-it-re_s_s-es-n-ee_d_e_d_._C_a_ll--'envelopes, will personally send out
resume packages to requested MUSIC SURVEYS! MIX105! Ha
1987 VW Jetta, 4dr, A/C, AM/FM Jackie at Draaon Court. 359-1888
employers. One stop printing -tboi several summer oositions for UC
cass, automatie, runs perfect $4500 Summer camp counselors needed Unbeatable low rates! 897-9676. Communications Students. Winte
Park/Lee Rd. Area. Mon.-Thurs. 5OBO. Call 380-3573
at residential camp for children and (24 hr service guaranteed)
9 4/25 Phone 629-5105
-----------~i--FO_R_S_A_L_E_:----~---D-,-.e-se-I-.P-u-t~ adultswlthdisabilffies.20milesnotrh
1 969 2 0
GOLDEN KEY Phi Eta Sigma meetof Orlando, late May thru July. Call r - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
ing 7 p.m. April 18th at Rojo's Pizza. yourselfln a Mercedes for $32 00! (904) 383-4711
RSVP 382-8695
(407) 658-5501
Lowest Insurance for students! Low Summer nurses for residential camp
Do.wns, Exchange student dis- serving adults and chuldren with
counts, tag renewals, call 894-4254 physical disabilities; north of Orlando,
salary plus room & board, call (904)
- - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - l 383-4711
M/F to share 2bd/2ba,·Apt. washer Toyota Supra 81, Engine purrs, !------------~
Help Wanted: Local Business
& dryer. Non smoker, walk to UCF.
uto, AM/FM w/equalizer, $1300
needs
students to help part time.
$212@ mo. plus 1/2 Util. Furnished
BO, 381-0610
No sales or exp. is necessary. Pay
exceptforbedroom. Dep. Rick380is excell. Contact Dave @ 8973531
2/ 12 Pack Cans .
5600. Ext: 9802
Neat responsible female, nonsmoker to share with ·same. 2b/2b
PART-TIME. - Earn $420 in 10
Telemarketing
townhouse, 2 mi. from UCF. Pool/
ays! Work from home. Full TrainFull/part time positions available
Tennis avail. $275+1/2 Util. & dep.
ing.
Start now! 262-1662
·
We offer excellent hourly/bonus,
<;all Kerry 843-7861 ext 2418.
weekly pay package! Paid train1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i ing, paid vacations, and holidays,
FINS needed for ·2bd/2 1/2ba major med., hosp. plan, 401 kplan,
townhouse in Cambridge Cir. $280 management & career opport.,
@ mo. plus 1/2 utilities. Avail. 5/1/ prof. automated atmosphere. 24094. Call Karly at 382-6727, leave 5505
Excercise Bike, nice $75 OBO,
f-------------l0::'.49-2135
message.
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 1---,.--------------'
Female UCF student seeking quiet
per week assembling products at
Modern white furn., 2 twin beds, 2
FM roommate ASAP. Alafaya Trail · home. No Exp. Info. 1-5-04-646dressersand2storageheadboards,
1700 Dept. FL-307
must sell. Price Neg. Call Michelle
Apts. 2bd/1ba, $24omo+ 112, $100
823 9064
•
dep. Kim 249-2135 .
Gymnastics Instr. for kids. 3-11
·Flex hrs. Morn. & Afternoons.
Apple Computer , brand new w/
i-F-/N-S--;2_B_d/_1_B_~-th_;_$_2-65-+-1/_2_u-ti-I.~ Great for students. 10 hrs. $65@
warranty & monitor, factory sealed
Heather Glen Apts., lg. bedrm, lg . ....,w_k_._C_al_IS_u_s_a_n__
a_t6_7_2_-2_1_5_3_ _---i carton, 4MB RAM, 160 MB HD, 25
closet, lake view. Avail. May 1.
Earn $ 100 Processing mail for loMHZ, $1300. Call Ed@ 351-1279,
f'heryl
658-2506 or 823-3017.
v
ca 1 ma1·i order company. Send $5 · loaded w/software
Campus Action for Animals: Meetinq Mon. April 18th 4-5 om in the
S.C., Rm. 211. Important meeting!!
Officer elections for Fall Semester.

i---------------1

SHAMROCK
BE ERA E
Busch
Busch Lite

J

HELP WANmD

$9.99

FOR SALE

Olde English 800

99¢

Kegs
.15.5 gals

$38.95

"""M_a_l_e_r_o_o_m_m_a_t_e_w_an_t_e_d-.-$-2-40~ to: 10600 Bloomfield Dr. Ste. 1518,
Queen size canopy bed (4 mo. old)
Alafaya Tri Apts, near Research
Ori. Fl. 32825. $5 is for the sup$200 080. Call 679-7410
Park 282-5987
plies needed to begin. So get
1------------~ started now! while supplies last.
Jimmy Buffet tickets, two for 4/16,
843-7861 ext. 2418 Neat responsection 114. Best offer. Call Ray@
sible female, non-smoker to share
ravel Abroad and Work. Make up 325-8~65 or page 763-5979
with same. 2B/2B townhouse 2 o $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching bamiles from UCF. PooV"fennis avail.
ic conversational English in Japan,
$250 + 1/2 util. & dep. Call Kerry
aiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
1-------------~ackround or Asian languages reuired. For information call: (206) 632- Wanted: subnissive love slave,
Casselberry-Deer Run. Furn. Rm
146 ext. J5418 • ,
into bondage and viny1. No
for"female only. Full use of Home,
i----------__;~--1 cheEpies. Send letter to FLY,
W/D, cable, phone,-$220 mo+ 1/
AVAIL PART-TIME·JOBS. Need 12243 University Blvd., Or3. 699-7411
lando, FL 32817.
1 - - - - - - - - - -.........-----1. several students M/F to heip with.
new night club promotion on I drive. ATTN: Foreign Exchange StuNSWM/F to share, 2bd/2ba, Apt, Must enjoy people and having fun. dents! ~Best rates on Auto Insurin Heather Glen, $275 mo.,+1/2 $5+/hr 1 or 2 nights/wk. 18+pref. ance. Special Co. discounts, Tag
328-8885
util. Stuart 677-7121
service. Call 894-4254

1--------------l

Jim Beam
750ml

$7.99
Shamrock Beverage
UCF Party Store
University Shoppes

Across from UCF - next to Kinkos
Hours llam-1:30am
407-823-9370
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Kurt Cobain: Yet

another example
of a fame casualty
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Last Friday, Kurt Cobain of Nirvana killed
himself, resulting as the latest in a long line of famed
casualties that include Jim Morrison, F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Jimi Hendrix, River Phoenix, Janis Joplin,
Jack Kerouac, Sid Vicious, John Belushi, Ernest
Hemmingway, John Lennon and numerous others who
the public had raised to god-like status.
The entertainment media is fond of turning
humans into myths, and, as Cobain's suicide illustrates,
this has tragic consequences.
We expect a lot from our athletes, actors, musicians, writers and artists. Through television and
magazines, they are made to be larger than life,
superhuman.
We place these people on pedestals and worship
them like gods.
.
No one can live up to that kind of treatment.
At the very least, the worshipped become egomaniacal (like U2's Bono or Michael Jackson), and at the
very worst, they end up dead, like Cobain, unable to
deal with living up to a role that was pretty inuch
forced upon them.
Cobain never wanted to be a rock star; he said
that time and time again. He didn't write songs because
he wanted to be famous. He wrote because it kept him
sane.
When Nirvana became famous, they stayed true
to their punk ideals, in marked contrast to certain other
Seattle bands that come to mind.
While U2 accepted its Grammy awards while
making lame gestures about "f---ing up the mainstream," Nirvana actually did it.
This fame, however, didn't make Kurt Cobain
better adjusted as a person th~n he was before "Smells
Like Teen Spirit" topped the charts. If anything, fame
made it worse.
Think about it. The entertainment industry is
hungry for myths and simple, two-dimensional, easily
marketed cartoon characters, and Angry Young Man
·
Cqbain was the latest casualty.
It's having to live up to the image conveyed in
music videos, magazine pictures and album covers that
makes entertainers drug-addled and/or suicidal. Perhaps
if Kurt Loder would step down from his "Teenage
Suicide: Don't Do It!" soapbox, and if MTV stopped
playing Nirvana videos non-stop in remembrance of
Cobain, maybe they could start to question their (along
with the rest of the Music Industry's) ethics of using
myths and cartoons instead of real people to sell
merchandise.
The death of Kurt Cobain is very sad, on one
level because a talented musician died in his prime, and
on another level because Cobain is neither the first, nor
the last, to be a victim of having to live up to his image.
This has been going on in the entertainment
industry for quite some time now, ~nd since the
. entertainment media isn't questioning its own role in
G:obain' s suicide, it appears that this will go on for
many years to come.
Please don't take this to be a glorification of what
Cobain did; no one here is calling St. Kurt a martyr.
However, Cobain's suicide should be looked at as
yet another example of what happens when mere
mortals are turned into gods.
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SG should stop gloating, start serving students
I have some questions and comments for our Student
Government, recently named best in state by Florida
Leader magazine.
Taking that the judges were impressed with such
services as the PegaBus, the AU-in-One Card and course
guides, I would like to pose some questions as to the reality
of these services' worth to the majority of students.
Of course, the guide may be able to offer certain
I have a hard time convincing myself that the insights. Who needs these insights more than the freshmen
$97,000-a-year price tag for PegaBus is worth it. For (and transfer students)? Why not focus the guide on Genone, our campus is small enough that most people . era] Education courses? At least that wouldn't discrimiwould -rather walk for 10 minutes than wait 10 min- nate; the last course guide' s content was mostly for busiutes for a bus.
ness majors.
I live at Lake Claire Apartments, and as much as
Although cliche, it is quality and not quantity that
I wish that I were closer to my- classes, walking to matters.
Business Administration takes me no more ·than IO
Many of these expensive undertakings are simply
minutes.
not worth the time or money; some are nothing but superIn the time one might wait for the bus, I could already ficial achievements recognized as good, not by the student
be in class. More convincing is that most people who attend body, but by such detached critics as Florida Leader
UCF commute.
magazine.
They do not drive to the parking lot which boasts a
Who is Student Government representing-Student
bus stop in order to:
Government or its students?
(1.) wait for the bus
It is almost insulting to read how so many SG
(2.) ride to the stop closest to their class (or library, senators are patting themselves on the back for the recent
which is in the center of campus, not near a road) andhonor.
(3.) walk from the bus stop to their class.
The student body is mistakenly .considered apaNo, commuters are just pleased to be able to find that thetic; actually, the students care enough that they do not
parking space- anywhere- and walk to class and back to want to give a mandate for an organization that they feel is
their car.
unworthy or know so little about. We are expected to vote
As you can see, my concern is that PegaBus, for a name on a neon sign?
although commended by Florida Leader, is a great
Again, it is insulting to be bombarded with cute
financial expenditure, it does not service the majority slogans and distant promises (as for the newest venof our student body. I hope SG will re-evaluate the ture, the All-in-One card, I have no comment). Stupracticality and sensibility of this supposed conve- dents need .to hold these senators accountable; SG
nience.
cannot read minds.
I have only one other comment, and this concerns the
Instead of trying to think of new programs to delight
rather overt bragging about the "achievement" of a pub- magazines with, perhaps it is time that brainpower was
lished course guide. (Was there one planned for the fall, devoted to enacting things which would create spirit for
because some ofus have already registered?). After brows- UCF.
ing thorough it, I was disappointed. I realize that it would
In my opinion, the mark of a truly "first rate" SG
be unrealistic to include every course, taught by every would be one which made students feel represented.
professor.
Which would be more significant- a Student GovAdditionally, I think most professors want one thing ernment proud of itself, or a student body proud of its
out of students, and it doesn't take a course guide to point Student Government?
that out. They want us to worl.( hard and to learn the
material.
Cherie Del Vecchio is a microbiology major.
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Affirmative action makes up for past and present discrimination
We must accept the fact that
Affinnati ve Action is probably the
most controversial subject to discuss, especially when the members
of the conversation cross race lines.
It is just as easy for me to understand why a white male would
embrace Affinnative Action as difficult as it is to understand why a
minority who benefits from the system would find it hard to
agree with that white male. lfl were a 17-year-old, white
male with a 3.9 GPA and a 1200 SAT score and was not
accepted to the school of my choice, I must admit, I would
be bitter to say the least.
I am not a white male, however. I am a black male who
recognizes and appreciates the good that comes from Affirmative Action programs. I am a black male who has benefited from the system, and thus, I cannot refuse speaking on
behalf of it. Most importantly, I am a black male who is just
as worried about my future and being evaluated by my skin
color as that intelligent 17-year-old, white male.
For this reason, I find myself avoiding the topic at all
costs-that is until David Pendley's recent campus commentary, headlined "Affinnati ve Action Keeps More-Qualified Whites Out of ColJege" reignited yet another debate. I
must admit that the i~eas presented in Pendley' s commentary are very clear and logical, and represent the concerns of
many white coJlege students who fearthe world that may not
judge them according to qualification, but skin color.
I find it intere~ting, however, that the same people who
denounce Affirmative Action speak nothing of the conditions in this country that make such a system necessary
today. Traditionally, the United States has done a pathetic
job of providing opportunities for minorities. The smartest
African-American men and women in this country were not
given half the respect and the opportunity to succeed as were
whites. Even Malcolm X, who attended an all-white school,
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made the highest grades in his class and was class president,
was told by his white teacher that "niggers weren't fit to
become lawyers," which was Malcolm's dream, and was
told to "pick a good profession for niggers, like carpentry or
house painting." Not much encouragement for the most
promising student in the class.
Perhaps if we could look at a demographic map of
Orlando, for example, and find that all races are equally
distributed according to social and class structure, the system would not be necessary. This is not the case. It is quite
clear that if a person drives west, past Church Street Statiori,
that person has entered the "black section" of Orlando.
Would anyone like to guess why UCF was built this far east
of Orlando? I guess I know something you don't.
The facts are appalling. Today, half of all minorities in
the United States still live below the poverty level. In 1991,
there were more black males in jail than in college. In
addition, that same year, one in every five black males was
expected to be killed by another black male. It was very
clear. Something needed to be done.
I've seen the finely manicured lawns of the mansions of
Palm Beach and have received the. you-most-certainlydon 't-live-in-my-neighborhood-and-that' s-for-damn-sure
stares of the rich white ladies on Worth Avenue. It does not
take a genius to realize the old, white wealth necessary to
establish residency in the most exclusive neighborhood in
Florida. What's scarier, to live on this island, one of the most
discriminating neighborhoods in the country, is .considered
achieving the American Dream. Something needed to be
done!
This being the case, there really were only two options:

either continue to let minorities feel like second-class citizens and suffer from conditions that have impaired them
since the founding of this country or make 5acrifices to
ensure that, maybe, America can live up to what it has
promised for centuries, but has never delivered: opportunities for all. The alternatives are few.
From the few discussions in which I have participated, I
have deduced that the problem most whites have with
Affirmative Action is that it is the first time that whites have
ever had to worry about their color working against them,
a concern that had never formerly presented itself. Even the ·
argument that better-qualified whites are being discriminated against seems invalid, considering these better-qualified whites probably attended better schools in middle-class
neighborhoods.
We must remember that traditionally and historically
black colleges comply with Affirmative Action quotas also.
It's almost a piece of cake for a white male to be accepted
in FloridaA&M, Hampton, Howard, Grambling or BethuneCookrnan.
We must remember, too, that even though Affirmative
Action helps ambitious students get into college, it does not
help keep them there.
Once enrolled, those "lesser-qualified non-whites" must
make the grade like everyone else.
I must confess that even though I respect views and
concerns of white college students, I am lead to believe that
these people do not fully understand the extreme discrimination in the past that causes this system of compensation to
be necessary today. It is even more sad that people who
support these opinions, and opinions of the like, couldn't
care Jess about the welfare of marginal groups if these
people must surrender their comfortable, middle class way
of life.
We are all making sacrifices to make this world a little
better for our children.
So there.
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A Sunday morning prayer and a column about Kurault's retiring
Smells ofroadkill stench clouded
my thoughts of the reason I'm alive.

-Dana Jacobsen
Somehow, my friend Dana has
summed up this weekend. I wish I
could elaborate, but I won't. I should
probably just end the column here: do
my wacky "You can stop reading now"
sign-off shtick and leave you all to ponder Dana's words of
wisdom, but, alas, this cursed professionalism is preventing
me from being sensible. I guess all I can do is dedicate this
column in Dana's honor and press on ...
I'm writing this on an early Sunday morning. I'm not
a praying man, but if I were, this would be my prayer:
Dear Lord:
In the event that this installment of"Le Soapbox," like
all "Le Soapbox" installments in recent memory, is censored, hacked or sterilized by either the managing editor,
copy editor or editor-in-chief (or any combination of the
three), please, in your Jn.finite Wisdom, give them a.good
disembowelment. I will never ask for anything else as long
as I live. Such a move on Yourpartjustmight slww them why
there's a shortage of good writers around here.

Your Humble Servant,
Brian
But enough tomfoolery; seeing how I'm writing this on
a Sunday morning, I think I'm going to write about the
retirement of Charles Kurault, and what a colossal bummer
that is to television.
-Before my deadline here was moved up to Sunday at
noon, I religiously viewed "Sunday Morning" with Charles
Kurault. In my six months of consistent viewing, I got more
out of the show spiritually than I did from Catholic school
when I was imprisoned there for seven years.
"Sunday Morning" to me was an affirmation of everything that is still honest and great about America. Kura ult took
Steinbeck's appreciation of the Common Man and brought it
to television. "Sunday Morning" is also the only show left that
clings to that ridiculous, antiquated, pre-MTV notion that
camera angles can be sustained for more than 1.5 seconds
'
without losing the viewer's attention.

.w

In marked contrast to Sunday morning alternatives
likeJohnMcLaughlin,BritHume,DavidBrinkley,andBob
Novak, Charles Kurault is a man with extraordinary modesty and humility. It's almost as ifthe man was born without
an ego.
He sought out Ordinary Americans, and then he
basically stepped back and Jet them reveal themselves for
the Extraordinary Americans they were. Kurault's modesty
is best exemplified by his farewell "address" ofless than 100
words at the close of his last show, which was about onelOth as long as what a 12th-rate opinion writer for a 12thrate college paper is writing right now.
It's a shame that Charles Kurault had to retire right now. ·
As I write this, the only semi-interesting/profound thing on
television right now is "The New Adventures of Winnie the
Pooh," which is cool in its own right, but it's not as enjoyable
wi.th a cup of black coffee 3$ Charles Kurault was.
Charles Osgood is taking Kurault's place; he will no
doubt do an excellent job, but it just won't be the same.
Kurault was The Sh--, and on this sleep-deprived morning,
faced with a section of this newspaper to finish and nothing
to enjoy on television, I find myself missing him already.
I have nothing else to say.
Until next week, remember, the sports beat goes on.
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Write a lettert~ the editor! It's.fun, not tomentionrewardingJ::Send your letter to: The Central Florida
Future, "'12243 U~versity-Blvd., Qrlando, FL 32817.
letter8..call-be faxed to (407) 823-9495.

Or,
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The shuttle launch: an enlightening - and tiring - experience
Four am. Friday, April 9, 1994: The phone rings. I pick
it up.
"Jen, are you awake?''
Somehow I get out a hello and figure out that it's Jenny
Duncanson, one of our amazing sports editors here at the Future.
She asks me if I'm almost ready to go. I hop out of bed, wake up
my friend Ali, and we both rush to getdressedandmeetJenny up
at the Future office at 4: 15 am.
If you remember the events of Friday correctly, the spare
shuttle Endeavor was scheduled to takeoffat8 am. My roommate
had gotten a pass to go to Kennedy Space Center to watch the liftoff. She couldn't use it, so she passed it along to me.
The only people I could find who were able to get crp at this
ungodly hour were Jenny and Ali. Ali didn't exactly get up. She
woke up long enough to get dressed and hop into my car and then
she went back to sleep.
When we arrived at the space center, Ali was awake long
enough to get out of the car, but then she went right back to sleep
again. I,ontheotherhand, wasawakeafterdrinkingapotofcoffee
and couldn't sit still long enough to go back to sleep when we
arrived at Kennedy.
Upon our arrival, we were directed to the field where
passholders were shipped to. We were greeted by some people,
who must have been created in a shuttle experiment gone wrong.

This time we decided we just wouldn't go to sleep until we
got there. Ali had plans for early in the morning, so she didn't join
us this time. Instead we drafted Mike DeHoog (Future photo
editor) and Brian Costello (Future opinion/poetry editor). We
decidedtomeetattheFutureat2am.,andsomehowlgottheshort
end of the stick and had to drive.
When we arrived at the space center, we were once again
There were at least 50 of them, all with flashlights that looked like
directed
by the creatures with light-sabers to "pull it in here."
sawed-off light-sabers. They led us along the field with, "Hey! .
We
sat around drinking "coffee," watched the people and '
Keep it moving!" and, 'That's right; pull itin here." With their
napped
for
a few hours. We woke up just before the shuttle took
flashlights in hand they were lined up like a runway.
off.
Afterward
we hopped back into the car and drove home.
JustthenAliwokeupaswepassedoneofthecreatures.Her
All
and
all,
the shuttle launch was pretty exciting. I guess
only comment was, "she scares me," and I think that was the most
true statement of the day. The creatures packed the cars-in so losing sleep two days in a row was a little crazy, but if you've ever
been to a launch, you understand, and ifyou haven't, it is definitely
tightly that there was just enough room to walk between them.
something
you should experience.
Wegotoutofthecarandsatdownbythewater. Forthenext
This
is just a little survival guide I composed in case you
two-and-a-half hours, we people-watched to pass the time. The
decide
to
take
my advice and go.
little kids were annoying and complained, "can't we just watch
I.
Bring
lots of "coffee," and don't forget cups either.
this on TV?" I guess I would have done the same at that age. Then
2.
The
parking
lot looks like a bunch of people facing the
we were told that, due to the wind, the shuttle would not be taking
wrong way at a drive-in.
off that day.
3. Sitting in the back of a pick-up truck may cause
We packed up all our crap got back into the car and drove
hypothermia.
·
home to Orlando. As"if sleeping only three hours was not enough·.
4.
Bring
hay
for
the
Quaker's
horses.
punishment, Jenny and I decided that we would be damned if we
5.
Swiss.Cake
Rolls
are
a
necessity.
missed that lift off. So we agreed to go back the next day.

Campus Forum
19th & 20th century European intellectual history, which I
plan to complete at New York University upon my release.
In The Central Florida Future, dated March 23, 1994, on So in addition to national and world events, movies, music,
the front page was a picture of the UCFDiving Oub jumping into and other forms of popular culture, I can be quite talkative
in the area of academic concerns, particularly literature.
the UCF PUBLIC POOL dressed in all their flippers.
Well, I won't taktrnptoo much of your time, except·
'
I have been a frequent swimmer at the UCF pool for over ·
to
say
that if you can't find a student willing to write,
20 years. That is until last year, when I went there for a
maybe
you
know an art collector who's on the lookout for
swim but the water was so discolored I couldn't see the
bottoih of the pool. That was the first time I had ever seen a dirt-cheap Rembrandt? Many thanks for your time!
the pool in this condition and became quite concerned. The
, Dempsey Hawkins
next day I called the Water & Sewage Plant, who does the
Box 500 79B609
daily testing of the pool, and was told one of the reasons the
Elmira,
NY 14902
pool looked so bad was because the ROTC jumped into the
pool fully dressed (including their boots) during their ·
maneuvers. It was hard for me to believe that the UCF What about Sc~litz Ic;e?
administration would let this happen to our pool.
Now I see a picture in the Future of the Diving Club,
Brian Costello's re.cent article on cheap beer ("Le
Soapbox,"
-3/3.0/94)_was well-written. However, there was
completely dressed and jumping into the pool. I know their
equipment is made for the water, but this still adds to the one glaring omission: Where was Schlitz Ice?
For $2.39 a six-pack, today's beer drinker can drink
contamination of our pool.
Was the UCF pool constructed for maneuvers by the an ultra-trendy ice-beer while enjoying the blue-collar buzz
ROTC and Diving Club or for _swimmers and swimming meets? that Schlitz is famous for.
Also, I'm going to have to agree with ktter-writersPeggy Smith Dave Whitcomb and Andy-Bob Nolen.
· The Future is full of sh-- and WUCF rocks!
PURCHASING

Keep the UCF pool clean

-

Matt Shearer
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Prisoner seeks correspondence
Pascal once said that "man's misfortunes derive
from not knowing how to sit quietly in a room.'·
I'm an inmate in an upstate New York prison_learning to appreciate Pascal' s truism, and I'd like to know if
you could possibly help me contact a UCF student who
would like to correspond with me?
I realize that because of academic and social demands, not many students have the time to write friends, let
alone an incarcerated stranger. But since a student·correspondent would offer a welcome respite from the vacuous
atmosphere of prison, I thought it would be worth a try to
contact one. I then concluded that I should write to you, and
request your help. I thought perhaps you might print this
letter in your paper (if you're short on articles) or something smaller like: "Jailed art thief wishes to correspond
with any student who's never been featured on 'America's
Most Wanted' - art history majors especially sought."
I should add that I'm three semesters shy of a BA in
·•

01s1noute<l Oy Trioune Media Services
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Fault found in April fQOlery
I must t~ke exception to the two articles at the bottom
of Page one in the April I issue of The Florida Central
Spleen. I fully realize that these were intended to be April
Fool's gags, but 1 consider to charge real peogle.with i;.eal
crimes, even in jest, is inapproprfate. The-se articles, taken
away from the context of the page could cause many
problems for the individuals involved such as being refused a job in the future.
I think the Future used extremely poor judgement in
publishing these articles.
At a minimum, the Future should give-the in<l.i victuals a written apology in a letter which states that these
articles were contained in an April Fool's edition and are
in no way factual. At least, when sometime in the future
these articles are brought up to the individuals, they will

Cartoonists & Writers Syndicate

have the editor's apology to show there was no truth in the
articles.
E.R. Hosler
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

. ,.
Opinion Editor's note: No, we won't apologize for
having a sense of humor. Nor will we lose any sleep
wor_rying about what "irrevocable damage "we have don~
to the future careers of Chris Marlin and Ferris Merritt via
two very dumb April Fool'sjokes. Besides, Marlin said tha·t
he thought the article was "funny. "

Grateful Dead Fan Discusses the "melee"

Picture this: sitting in the grass, enjoying company of
friends and strangers. You hang out and drink a few beers in
front of the pond. Are your.legs falling asleep? Get up! Walk
around, checkout all the handmade clothing and crafts made
by Deadheads and creative people who want you to enjoy
their art. What's-more beautiful than 20,000 people gathering together to experience a day of unity, where everyone
becomes your brother and sister. No violence, no weapons,
no obscenity.
·
Suddenly, tears burst from your 'eyes, a cloud of tear
gas engulfs your environment. If you were one of the
.hundreds wanting to enjoY:the green grass and the night
fall, you were soon overrun by fleeing gate crashers.
Rushing the gate is foolish and selfish and cannot be
justified. Nor can the decision made by the Orlando Police
Department.
·FACT: The Orlando Police Department was turned
down for riot gear just two weeks prior to t_he event.
FACT: The Orlando Police Department was granted
funds for riot gear the very next day after the gassing.
W.a.s the gassing of Grateful Dead fans necessary, or
was it simply a political ploy for money?
For Orlando, the Grateful Dead is now not just a band,
but a political opportunity.
Haven't the police b.een trained to differentiate between r~oters,. overly anxious fans, and innocent people
_ enjoying the ~tmosphere?
·
Darcy Flieri
ORLANDO
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prostitutes, movie stars and wideeyed tourists. A line formed outside the Whiskey A-Go-Go for
that night's performance by Toto.
-The Doors, "L.A. Woman" (Man, from the Doors to Toto,
what the hell is happening to Hollywood
Boulevard?)
The fiery, orange orb fell
We
searched for favorite artprey to the tide as the horizon
sulked off to sleep. The last of the ists embedded into immortality
shop owners pulled their cages beneath our feet as the Roosevelt
down and fastened the locks on Hotel, Mann's Chinese Theater
their coastal flea markets. The and Ned Beatty passed us by. We
Venice Beach inhabitants took left our share of beer bottles at the
their daily earnings and ventured base of the Hollywood sign after a
off into the streets of Los Angeles long trek up the hills, to where the
in search of a friendly bar or a. Chili Peppers had sought inspiraBoulevard Queen for the evening. tion for their immortal literature.
The lights became brighter
We broke camp, or should I
and
the
streets cleaner in the sursay opened the windows in the
rounding
area around Rodeo
Honda, for a vagrant-styled
Drive. Of course, we were the
evening in Southwest L.A.
only
two barefoot, un-showered
Venice had welcomed us
tourists
who attempted to pass as
early that morning as the first of
shoppers
on the prestigious plot
the West Coast hipsters and
ofland
that
seemed to turn its nose
yuppies fastened on their modern
up
against
'the
abused and worn
rollerskates and danced down the
sidewalks that twisted along
through the sand. Macho men, like
myself, began preparation for the

Are you a lucky little lady in the
city alive
oranotherlostangel, in the city at
night?

....

streets of Sunset and the tortured
and prostituted hills that made
icons of Cary Grant and Burt
Reynolds, while using the likes of
Marilyn Monroe then driving her
to an unheralded death.
The campus of the University of California Los Angeles
slept among the mansions of
Beverly Hills, or should I say large
gates and shrubbery that blocked
the view of the mansions, as the
summer term allowed the future
actors, directors and Oriental businessmen to expand on their individual projects elsewhere.
(Probably most of them
toured across the country in an
attempt to make it to Orlando and
check the movie stars at Universal, the prostitutes on the Trail and
Disney World.)
The night wore off as the
stars went to hide in their hillside
sanctuaries, and the layers of smog
blanketed the cursed city. We

•

North of Gary Coleman's house.
We logged onto Ventura
Highway and took in one last
breath of the carbon monoxidetainted air as we bid farewe11 to
California, and the city that has
born the fires, earthquakes and
glory of being America's favorite
whore - a land prostituted by
glamour and greed yt;t somehow
maintaining a deranged sense of
hospitality.
This was our West Coast
designation, the gold at the end of
the rainbow. As most of our jour.
ney had become difficult, the end
did not seem as glamorous as in
the movies. And as the old Honda
chugged
out of the city, it became
f
evident that the only real stars
were the ones that shone each night
above each one of us as we act out
PerryI Future
our own movies.

looked for Melrose Place as does
every stupid adolescent this side
oftheGrandCanyon; asfairwarning to future hip tourists, it is just

r

Mann's Chinese Theater,
one of the many sights in
the 'Cify of Angels'

•Sean Perry
Revelation Writer

~Wj~;.~E~J~:r1~~~~~ :',~fift'-~tJi'~

readied himself for a sunny day at
Muscle Beach.
As I ran down the sidewalk,
passing one-bedroom apartments
for rent at a mere $1,200 a month,
I noticed a sizeable amount of
bums sleeping on the welltrimmed grass lining the concrete.
I made it to the pier where Michael
Douglas was given his final statement by Robert Duvall in the
movie "Falling Down."
Of course, I attempted to
liken my situation to Douglas' as .
a man who had been fed up by
society and took a tour across his
city/country. It was a sort of metaphysical experience only I could
enjoy, kind of like the way I tried
to hit on a black girl skating down
the sidewalk, just because Jim
Morrison said that is where he
found inspiration for "Hello, I
Love You!"
The sun claimed its territory as I retreated back up the
beach, as the bums arose and set
up shop claiming their own territory on the grass. The smelly guy
with an overcoat uncovered his
canvas and began making illustrious spray paintings, and the
bearded guy under a blanket of
newspapers strapped on his acoustic guitar and welcomed a few
friends carrying drums, a bass and
a sax. The sincerity of their bluesbased riffs was unprecedented.
Twenty young black youths
pounded out spiritual line dancing to rhythmic African music, as
comedians performed improv in
the corners. Everything from fat
guys in bikinis playing harmonicas to some of the greatest pick-up
basketball on the planet was performed on this two-mile strip of
beach.
An eventful day at Venice
Beach surrendered to the surrealistic Hollywood night. The drag
queens were in full force as they
blended nonchalantly in with the

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Uke You •••
and Your Ford -·or Lincoln-Mereury Dealer Has a Graduation Present
to Help Make ·i t Your OWn •••
• $400 Cash Back or• a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive says a lot about
who you are. So why not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving,-even sensible people going? In other
words, why not say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program** gives you your choice of
$400 cash back or a special finance rate* when
you buy a new Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants preapproved credit up to $18;ooo or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance
purchases. You may also defer purchase payments for
120 days in most states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer today and ask about the College Graduate
Purchase Program. (It's a terrific way to show the world
just how smart yolJ really are!)

*Special Finance rote alternative and F~rd Credit programs not available on leases.
**To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between l/l/94 ond 9/30/94_ This program is 1n
addition to all other notional customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or leuse your
new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle restridions apply, so see .your dealer for details.
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A season of sequels: 'D2: The Mighty Ducks'
and 'White Fang 2'·to hit movie theaters soon.
As the plane dipped into the San
Fernando Valley, the distant mountains of the Hollywood Hills reflected in blinding heat.
The darkness of the Pacific lay
to the west as we pulled into the
motley playground of the Mainplace
Theater in Santa Ana.
The pulsing of neon lights radiated through our bodies as we were
catapulted into our seats.
"D2: The Mighty Ducks" unfolded before us.
In comparison to its sequel, the
first "Mighty Ducks" contained a
more inherent conflict which involves a heartless lawyer taking a
bunch of delinquents and making
them a cohesive whole. The second, however, accents the more fastpaced action desired by the teenage
rationale, but it lacks the subtle humor and charm of the first one.
To provide a more logical comparison, consider this: The original
"Back to theFutun~" contains more
humanized elements instead of relying on pacing and consistent action. The interspersed action scenes
areexltilarating and balance the film.
The second film is merely fast-paced
with re-hashed dialogue from the
first one with subliminal connotations to the magic it once had. It fails
in its task. The same is trueof"D2."
"It ['D2'] was trying to be a
Vaugnerian opera combined with
'Star Wars,"' commented Sam

Weisman, the film's director. "It's a
love story between Gordon (Emilio
Estevez) and the kids."
Estevez, the film's star, added,
"It [ 'D2'] guaranteed a certain audience. In the first movie the people
discoveredthemagic.Itwasasweet,
very endearing film."
True, the introduction of new
characters does provide a broader
base for the team as does the plot
which pits them against Iceland in
an archetypal Olympic match but it
doesn't provide an emotional power.
The ending game is technically superb, and the scenes of the kids
roaming through Beverly Hills posing as "9021 O" creator Aaron
Spelling's sons is amusing. ·
''He [Weisman] gave all the
kids no matter what size or part their
moment," stated Elden Ratliff who
plays heavy hitter Fulton in the film.

But altogether as most sequels
do it undermines its predecessor. It
has a motivation but unfortunately
no tangible soul.
Across from the theater stood
the shining presence of the Arrowhead Pond where the true brilliance
of "The Mighty Ducks" is embellished through CEO Michael
Eisner's foresight in the conception
of the ''Anaheim Ducks" NHL
hockey team. The arena, which was
still under construction as the "D2"
crew filmed inside, is a bold and
imposing structure which perfectly
embodies the Ducks' spirit.
Weisman responded to the advent of the Anaheim Ducks in relation to "D2" by saying, "It was
getting proof of the point of life
imitating art."

FILM continued on RS

photo/courtesy Buena Vista Pictures

"02: The Mighty Ducks" tries to recreate the magic of its

predecessor by introducing new characters, but fails.

aLLNEWSHOW

RLJ

Makeup Artist
Night of the
Living Dead,
Friday the 13th,
Dawn of the
Dead, and
Maniac.
Frequent guest
on David
Letterman.

Saturday, April
12noon to 2:30 pm

Intergalactic
Comics & Collectibles
6205 Hwy 17-92 in Fern Park

(Next to Jai-Alai)260-001 7

Saturday, April 16th
4 pm to 6:30 pm

Intergalactic
Sci•Fi World
6809 Visitor's Circle
(Off I-Drive across from
Wet n Wild.) 354-3095

•

A cultural icon
reaches Nirvana
out to practice John Travolta moves
to disco music, while bright, white
lights circJed around lhe theater.
"Rosencrantz
and
Guildernstern are Dead," playing
fromApril8 to23, takes place somewhere between the 15th century and
1978.
The play shows the two characters traveling to Denmark with
the purpose of discovering the cause
of Hamlet's illness. It also includes
their investigations and discoveries
in Claudius' castle anq the final,
decisive voyage to England.
Through Rosencrantz and
Guildemstem' s journeys, some very
bizarre individuals appear to add
spice to the presentation.
Although this play is a modern and rather eccentric portrayal of
a classical masterpiece, it does not
attempt to ridicule its predec~ssor.
Hamlet's trials and circumstances
become unimportant to the audience as they submerge into the
unique lives of Rosencrantz and
Guildernstern. The friendship between these two men unites them ·
almost to the point of their becoming one individual (all the characters and even the leads themselves
often mistake one for the other).
Their confusion and uncertainty
leads the actors to try to find their
true identity and the meaning oflife.

Afteryearsoftrainingtoleam
how to understand, appreciate and
even love the works of William
Shakespeare, I must admit that I
was excited about watching Tom
Stoppard's "Rosencrantz and
Guildemstern are Dead." Hamlet's
two childhood friends could probably give more insight on the turmoil that took over the kingdom of
Denmark.
I went to Theatre Downtown
prepared to battle with the well
known "thee's, thou's and woes,"
intricate
trademarks
of
Shakespeal'.ean dialogue. Thoughts
of exquisite medieval clothes,
swords and hairstyles also filled my
mind. Yet, what I encountered during its opening presentation was
miles away from what I imagined.
The main characters,
Rosencrantz (Mark Edward Smith)
and Guildemstern (R. Wesley Kaye)
stepped into the stage, probably surprising many audience members
with their punk attire. Seeing 15thcentury figures wearing combat
boots, net tights, Scottish skirts,
leather jackets and make-up made
me look carefully at the program
more than once just to be certain that
I was watching the correct play. I
had no preconceptions left after
Hamlet (George Castells) and
Ophelia (VictoriaFernandez) came

Yet, the most important theme of
the play is death and all the mysteries that surround it.
From these descriptions, this
presentation would seem rather
morbid, yet this is far from the truth.
I have not seen a play deal with such
serious issues in such a light and
refreshing way without diminishing their importance. The performance promises plenty of laughs.
The comic relieffalls on the shoulders of Smith and Kaye, who put on
an incredibly solid performance.
Smith's hyperactivity and Kaye's
rationalism create a flow of energy
between them that keeps the audience enthralled during the whole
presentation. Their deep concentration left no room for blank spaces.
The rest of the cast, which
consists mainly of all the other characters in "Hamlet" complemented
Smith and Kaye. The acting made
up for the lack of scenery, since
everyone adds his or her own flair to
the comedy. The music, clothes and
performance united to form a world
decades away from William
Shakespeare's age, yet the problems were still the same. After all,
"to be or not to be," life, death ...
Don't they all go hand in hand?
•Nora Osorio
Revelation Writer

Late last Friday afternoon
I stormed into my house, throwing down my notebooks after
an unsuccessful attempt to pass
a German test. On my way to
grab a cold draft, the phone
and electric bills jumped out at
me from the dining room table,
late again.
As I twisted
off the top I
noticed the
note on the
bulletin
board, that
reminded
me of something I for~
got to do.
plopped
down on the
couch and
s u c k e d
down
the Kurt Cobain
12-ounce
can, then realized that the air
was still buzzing with my
dreary thoughts. -with no one
to cry to, and nothing to beat
on, I popped Ultimate Experience from my limited Hendrix
CD collection into the CD
player.
As I drained a second

•

brew, the guitar feedback
screamed out in agony as Jimi
lent his blues to me for the
afternoon. We sat around the
pad and complained about the
white man smoking our herb
and drinking our wine, and just
as I began to feel that someone
understood
where this
stressed-out
college kid
was coming
from, the CD
ended, and
there was silence. Man, I
can't believe
I blew that
German test.
:tv!TV,
of course the ones that
sold us Kurt
Cobain's
blues with a
few high-budget video productions in between Coca-Cola
commercials - also sold us
his tragic death. A sort of glamorous modern day Oedipus,
when he did not want to see
what had become of his emo-
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Late study night ahead?

•·

(

The eloek strikes lam, the library Is elosing, hut you're not done eramming for exams. Aagh!!
'(

Don't fret. Now you ean stay on eampus and study at the 24-Bour Study Center in the Cafeteria.

April 26 - May 4 'rom lam - 8 am daily
....................

~~~-=--~~

~~~

* Excluding Friday and Saturday nights
Note: On Tuesday April 26, the study
center will open at midnight.

Free Coffee and Doughnuts
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Reflections of a UCF Stray: a short, short story
It's funny how many things I
can find in a dumpster. JusL last
w~ I finished the remains of
someone's meatloaf. There was a
whole bite left! If I'm lucky, I will
find enough scraps today to relieve
my hunger for a w~ile.
·
The only thing is that it is hard
competing against all the other cats
at the UCF. It is almost like all of us
felines here were born just to play
onebiggameoftreasurehunt, where
the winners live and the losers die
from starvation and disease.
It's a good thing that I am .
better at this game than most cats. I
have seen many of my fellow brothers and sisters become so frail and
bony that I could no longer recognize them. They are the ones who
learned the game of life too .late. I
almost mistook them for rats!
The one.group of animals who
do not seem to have trouble...surviving on campus are all those busy
squirrels. I see them running here
and there, up and down trees and
buildings, like the campus was their
playground. How arrogant they must

''I'm king of the world!"
food among us; but if it is a she who them they would long for my attenBut regardless of all of that, is caught, that's one less feline to go tion. Maybe iflstop hanging around
they still seem to receive only affec- into heat. What a tragw,.Jhere' s trashcans and behind buildings, and
tion from the people here.
never enough of them to go around. instead, lounge around the reflecAt the Reflection Pond, I have
I never see those guys chase tion pond, people might actually
witnessed many times people trying after the squirrels with their nets.
want to hand-feed me.
to feed them. They hold food in their
And just maybe if I stop callIn such a place where surhands and try to get the squirrels to vival is so dependent on people's ing to them in the middle of the night
eat out of it. The confusing part of it trash and handouts, maybe the squir- beside their dorm windows people
all is that half the time the squirrels rels have an edge on something. would tolerate me more.
Naa, I would be stupid to do
just ignore them.
Maybe they know secrets about
I would never pass up such humans that we cats do not. Maybe that.Besides, who really wants to be
an opportunity for a free lunch, or at ifl ignore people, they would want a squirrel anyway?
least a free scratch.
to feed me to get me to come closer
•John Dao
Wh~rl they do accept people's
to them. Maybe if I run between
Revelation Writer
generosity, they just grab the food their legs without a second glance at
and run, not even staying to be , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . pettedorplayed with.Idon'tunderstand why people adore them so.
Dehoog/Future
Another thing that bugs me is
APRIL 16TH
A UCF Squirrel getting
that they do not have people after
THE STATION
preferential treatment
therri like we do.
(tickets available now)
These creatures really strike a
Every ~ow and then, these ,
nerve in me. They run straight guys with big nets try to catch us for
$8 advance/$10 at the door
through a crowd of people, not even some reason. All I know is that if
doors open at 8:00pm
stopping for attention, just to zip up . one of us is caught, that cat is never
"Gentlemen" availabl_e at your
the next tree. And when they· are up seen around here ever again. I guess
there, they bark down_at apparently it does lower the competition for
local record store
no one as if they were shouting,
be! I tried to talk to one once, but she
was too engaged in her own activities to spare her precious time to talk
to such a beast like me. It appeared
to me that all she was doing was
digging in the dirt. I was going to eat
her for being so foolish but she was
too damn fast!

AFGANWHIGS

Sequels 'White Fang 2' and You THINK
'D2: The Mighty Ducks' try
YOU ' RE BEITER
to outdo their predecessors
.

F1LMS from R3

.

"Thirtysornething"), who in his
first feature shows a commendEstevez encouraged this beable control of pacing, which can
lief stating, "[Through these films]
also be at~ributed to the film's
Eisner has made hockey a money
editor. Without sounding detrisport in the United States." .
mental, the film at its later stages
That night, the Ducks took
reminds me of a Steven Seagal
on the Los Angeles Kings with
action film with its a?pects of pacWayne Gretsky in full force. Fist
ing and split action. "White.Fang
fights erupted in the rink to the
II" also boasts a resurgent dream
delight of the spectators and I felt
sequence which does add depth
as if I was being subjected to a
and style but is too over-indulgent
World Wrestling Federation
for its own good.
match. The Ducks won. The crowd
The film boasts a sublime
cheered. It was great fun.
theory of culture and myth which
The following morning as,
beautifully integrates the white
we pulled away from the Beverly
wolf as amessiah figure who leads
Wilshire heading · · towards
an Indian tribe called the Haida to
Burbank the burning palms indithe herd of deer which spawns
cated the direction towards the
their survival. . The -inability of
house of Mickey.
these animals to return by force of
As we walked towards the
imposter clergymen ·in the mounscreening building inside Walt
tains of Oregon leaves these people
Disney Studios, the enormous statstarving into extinction.
ues of the Seven Dwarfs peered
This film took the children's
down upon us like gods watching
Story of courage elaborated in the
overtheirmortals. Weclimbedup
original and creates in it a more
the stairs whose walls were decomodern ideal. The film is packed
rated with Disn.ey animation suswith subliminal metaphors which
pended in motion. Upon entering
does brew intelligence. But the
the small Disney screening room
comp'letely cliche and overblown
the lights diminished to reveal
ending scene delivers it into a
"White Fang II: Myth of the White
bowel of mediocrity. It is this
Wolf."
which destroys it to great discern.
Now I can see that look on
"White Fang II" as a myth
your face that says, "Oh, this is a
rises to greatness, but, like
little kid's movie!" in a slightly
Agamemnon in The Iliad, falls in
whiny voic-!.
the final throws of battle to a bitter
Untrue.
end.
Actually, the film is an acWe pulled away from the
tion adventure story that, at points,
Studios as the soothing, cool lights
provides glimpses of abject symof Beverly.rose to meet us.
bolism and enlightenment while,
As the plane lifted away
at others. provides mediocrity to
from Los Angeles International
the adult viewer. Granted, the film
Airport over into the Pacific, I
also performs at the more base
saw the City of Angels fade away
level which is that of entertainuntil it was nothing but a mist,
ment of young kids through fightreceding into the distance.
ing and violence but that at times
is also sub-standard. The film was
•TimW~berg
directed by Ken Olin (whose credRevelation
Writer
its include most grandly the series

THAN EVERYBODY

'

ELSE; YOU RE NO
BEITER.

EvERY

THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT

-

A REVISIONIST CHALLENGE TO THE
U.S. HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
By Bradley R. Smith
This ad does not claim "the Ho\ocaus1 never happened." Those who s.ay it docs want to
muddy the issue. This is what the ad docs claim: The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
displays no convincing proof whaiewr of homicidal gassing chambers, and no proof that
. cv~ one md~vidual w~s "gassed" in a C'n.,"'ffi!an program of :•genocide."
1he quest.ion, U1t:n, 1s not, "Did the Holocaust happen?" The question is: If' there wi-:re no
giu; chambers; what wll.\· the Holocaust?
T~i~ Museum promotes the charge that the Gcnnans murdered the · Jews of Europ.: in
hom1c1~l gassmg ch.ambers. It therefore has a moral obligaJion to demonstrate that the
charge 1s true. 111ose who contend it is more important to be sensitive than truthful about
whether or not the gas chambers existed debase America's old civil virtures of free inquiry and
op.:n debate, and they betray the ideal of the university itself For the benefit of whom?

What are the facts?

ONE IS THE

SAME. WE'RE
ALL THE SAME,
DRifflNG
HELPLESSLY
THROUGHOUT OUR
GENERIC LIVES.
WE' RE ALL

,

'Ibe Museum's "proof' for a gas chamber ment with her over the fact that she argues
at Birkenau is a pl~1ic model imagined by a against "light of day," our understanding that
rolish artiste. A .elastic copy of a metal door in.:l free society all ideas arc best illuminatcd
1s displayed as ·proof' of a homicidal gas in the light shed by open debate
chamber at Maidanck. And, incredibly, U1e
The Museum 1s so confident no on.: will
Museum has simply dropped the Auschwitz challC'J'loe its gas-chambe-r gimcrackery that ii
gas chamber, the basement room visited even claims to have found a new· "death
yearly by hundreds of thousands of tourists in cmnp" gas cluunbcr. Proof? The uncorroborPoland.
ated fantasies of one man pandering to the
·n1ere is no mention of the alleged gas vi"·tims ofHolocaust-survi vor-syndrom..:. Tht
chambers at Buchenwald or even at Dachau, Museum's historian doesn't e,.·en know
whereailerWorld War II American G.l.s and where _the place was! It "may have b.:en"
German civilians wi:re assured that more than near G1esscn. "May have bccn?" That's the
200,000 victims were "gassed and bumed."
best historical writing $200 million can huy'>
·111e 110~00 that ey~wi~1css testin1ony, gi vcn
When I challcng.: such gas-chamber
·under highly pohhc1zcd and emotional vaporings I understand I'm going to he
circu~ is prima facie true, was refuted
slandered as an antisemite bv true believers
by the Israeli Supremt>. Court when it · representing the Holocaust· Lobby. These
acquitted John DemJanjuk of being "Ivan the quasi-religious Holocaust zealots claim that
Terrible." The Israeli Court found that eye- because of the purity of U1eir own foelings
wiu1esses who testified Iha! Demja1tjuk oper- about the Jewish expericncc during World
ated "gas chambers" could not be believed!
War Two, mine must. be soiled when I express
Deborah Lipstadt argues in her much- doubt in what they preach as "truth."
praised Denying the Holocaust, that
Yet not even Winston Churchill in his sixrevisioni~1s ["deniers"] should not be debated
volumehistoryofWorld War Two, or Dwight
because there can not be another side to the D. Eise11hower in his memoirs, made
gas chamber ~1ory. 'lb.is is where revisionism reference to homicidal gassing d1a.mbers.
displays its strengtl1. Revisionist theory, How do the Holocaust Lobby and its Museum
r~sting_ only _on facts, can be dispro~cd.
explain that?
.
Ext.:nnmal.Jomst theory, havmg fallen mto
Intellectuals who do not believe that
the hands of cultists, must be "believed."
int.ellect.ual freedom is worth the while on this
I'm not in disagreement with Ms. Lipstadt historical issue, should ask themselves why
and her cirque on the gas chamber they ~elieve it's worth the while on any
controvers~ because they maz: be 7.ionists or
h1~1oncal issue. 111en they should explain
Jew.;. 'Thats dising1muous. Im in disagreetheir answer to t11e r.:st of us.

The Operation and Technique of the Museum

SPENDING MONEY
TO LIVE, TO
BREATHE, TO
THINK. THERE' s
NO SUCH THING
.,.

. The Museum~s c>.il!bit technique is a mi;>-~ire of si~ist~r sugg.:stion and dishonest on11ssion.
Example: the irrst display confronting v1s1tors beguuung the Museum tour 1s a wall-sized
ph~tograph of American soldiers looking at COf1Jses smoldering on a pyre. The contc::t..1 in
wluch you see the photo suggests that tJ1e dead pictured in it are murdered Jews.
V>fere the prisoners killed or did tJ1cy die of typhus or some otl1cr dis..:ase during the last
lc~bl.: We.:ks of the war? Autopsies made by Allied mooical pen;Onnel found inmates died
t~f~. N~t ~me was found to have been "ga.'ISed." All such relevant information i~ omitted
from this ex!_ub1t. We d?n~ even know that the dead pictured in U1e photograph arc Jews!
Unable ~o Judge the s1gruficance of the photograph, and not wanting to believe the Museum
. would nuslcad you, yo~ arc ~ovcd to ac~cpt the false and manipulative suggo:stion Ulilt it
somehow represents the 'genocide" ofthe European kws.

Call the Museum! Find Out For Yourself!
Tm willing_ lo he convinc.xl I'm wrong about the gas d1amben.. Authcnll<.: ph)sii:al
rc1:nams or wartime-generated documenL'\ would do the trick . f say the ~1u~um displays
nenher. CALL T!IE tvJUSEUM! FIND OUT FOR YOl!RSElJ-'! !he telcphonc number.is
(2q2) 488 040~. Ask which (specific) MlfSCllnl exhibits display rroof gas chambers really
ex1);1ed. J:Iave this (or any) newspaper publish the result. ·men we'I all see what's what.
Special pleaders imply that to inv.."l>tigatc the gas chambcr stories in the light. of day will
be hannful to Jews. l ch.illenge this bigoted insinuation! Free inquiry will benefit Jews--for
exactly the reasons it benefits us all. In any case, why should it not?
COMMITTEI<: lt'OR OPEN m:HATE ON THE HOLOCAUST (CODOII) is not a

AS A FREE
LUNCH.
SUCKS.

RAc1sM

mcm~p organizatio!l an~ is not affiliated with.any polil\cal _group or organization. Our

goal 1s lo promote free 1114u1ry and open debale, w1t11ou! wlud1 mlelleclual fr~om can no!
exist. To those who ask. "Why chalknge the Holocaust Museum?" we reply-W11v not
diallenge die Holocaust Museum?
·
·
We are the only ones poi.ntiug out the falsehoods and misrepresentations surrounJing t11.:
Museum and the l?ck of Ull~grity of those who.represent it. Every intellectual who visits the
Museum, and particularly histonans, should pol.Ill out tho.:sc facts to you-yet nonc dare. Only
COOOH! OnJy <.;OOO~I dar~ to cha!lenge the t:iboo agait!SI chall1..n~g the :'\1uscum!
Help us morutor tlus growmg nauonal conLrowrsy. Chp tl1..: ~1ones run in your campus
and off-campus newspaper and send th\!lll to us. Include the name of the paper and thc date
tllc! story-ran. In rdum., we'll update you on the continuing controvcri;y. Address infom1ation
to:

· CODOH: PO Box 3267 Visalia CA 93278 Td/Fax: l209) 733 2653
4114
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Urge Overkill grinds the Station with rock and fashion
Urge Overkill was stoned.

jYou could see it in the band members' eyes; you could hear it in their

busic.

I

That pretty much describes
at Fem Park's The
tation (also known as "the club
ith the most Cheap Trick memoabilia in the continental United
~tates")onApri16. U.O. was stoned
·mmaculate.
We saw them stumble in the
lub one-by-one as opening band
ugenius rocked on stage. Drumer Blackie Onassis looked espeially disheveled. No one recog'zed him or anyone else in Urge
ithout their swank leisure suits
nd their shiny medallions.
Mean while, like I said in the
hove paragraph, opening band
ugenius was rocking on stage.
ugenius is a Scottish band that
layed a lot of four-chord songs
ith "sha-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-laa-te-dah"-type choruses. There was
long song towards the end of their
et that was amazing, and when they
ere done, the vocalist/guitarist did
premature Kurt Cobain dedication
y executing a flawless swan dive
·nto the drumset. I enjoyed it.
In between bands, this wacky
0-year-old, classic rock disc jockey
ame out and did a really bad imita' on of that really worn out "DA
EARS! DA BULLS!" gag (beause Urge Overkill is from Chiago, you see), and then he tossed Thirts promoting his boring station
"Rock 100" WDIZ) and CD's out
·nto the eager "throng." My friend
hrnitty snagged a T-shirt, and I
aught Siamese Dream, the album
eaturing my evil twin brother Billy
organ. Mercifully, the 50-yearld classic rock dude left (presumbly to check out Stranger at Jani
ane's Sunset Strip), and we could
ear the keyboard introduction to
'Crackbabies," and one-by-one,
ational Kato, Eddie "King"
oeser, Blackie Onassis and new
ass player Chuck Treece took the
tage, ready to rock.
They came out dressed in
atching black and white outfits.
ach member had a different big red
etter on the front of their shirts.
ash Kato, on the far left, wore the
etter "U," Chuck had an "R,"
Jackie wore a "G" and King wore
n "E." In terms of rock 'n' roll
ashion, I felt like I was transported
o the year 1974.
That's how it felt musically,
oo. Like I said before, U~ge Over11 was very stoned, which made
he foursome play everything slower
han the recorded versions of the
ngs. B1ackie's drumming was a
ittle erratic. I thought that there was
ome unwritten rule among guitar.sts and bass players that said "Don't
et the drummer stoned because
e'll lose his sense of rhythm," but
ike most musical rules, they just
on't apply to Urge Overkill. It
ooked like Blackie was really try.ng; he was doing an admirable job
f flailing his arms in a style remiiscent of Keith Moon, Mitch
itchell or Animal, but he seemed
o be having an off-night. None of
hat mattered though, because it was
rge, and these things can be for-

~

hat went down

would play their version of the Neil
Diamond classic "Girl, You '11 be a
Woman Soon," and I wasn't disappointed. National put down his
guitar and proceeded to croon. There
was something truly ·special about
seeing a guy sing Neil Diamond to
a bunch of guys who want to start
mosh pits. Dana tried to offer Nash
his sunglasses, which he politely
declined.
Witnessing that made me realize fully what Urge Overkill is
about as a band: .the elimination of
preconceived notions of what punk
rock entails. Unlike many alternative bands keen on doing Sid Vicious ''My Way"-style satires of
famous songs, U.O. was in earnest,
as they would later be when they
performed their remake of the Hot
Chocolate classic "Emmaline,"
which was scary to some.
Rachel turned to me and said

''This song has got to go!"
It appeared that many didn't
see either the humor, or the brilliance
of such a move. But Urge Overkill
takes some getting used to, and once
you figure it out, it's nothing short of
genius.
They played just about everything from Saturation, their latest
release, including the smash hi ts "Sister Havana" and "PositiveBleeding,"
but songs from The Supersonic
Storybook (they played the great, great
"Vacation
in
Tokyo,")
"Americruiser" arid "Jesus Urge Superstar" were covered as well. In
other words, to use the standard rock
writer cliche: It was an eclectic mix
of old and new.
They came out for two encores
with new costumes: groovy vests with
giant "U.O." medallions. They were
selling U.O. medallions and chokers,

(

I

photo/Touch end Go Recorcls

The members of Urge Overkill-looking as stoned as they
appeared at their concert at the Station on April 6.

OVERKILL continued on R8

Because this
t'tlt's a free country"
stuff only
goes so far.

~

It's everywh.ere •
you vvant to

I had really hoped that they
<r:l Visa U.S.A. Inc. 1994

be
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Motley Criie, Souls of Mischief, I CASH PJ\ID for CD's
SIJtCILIS©IOP S PllDI
The _Offspring. • • new CD reviews l 12
~~LL l\l~W! (407) 895-8200
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The Offspring
SMASH
(Epitaph)

If I were on desert island
and wanted to hear something ...
it might be the new Offspring al:
bum. Hopefully, though, I won't
be stranded anytime soon so I can
just sit at home and listen to this
rad-as-hell new release with no
fear of being attacked by savages.
This is the Offspring's second release, and it is so good that
I quiver every time I listen to it!
OK, maybe that's an exaggeration, but I am not being misleading when I sa¥. this in ·punk as
going on a panty-raid: My favorite tracks are "Something to Believe In" and a punk-ska tune
"What Happ~ned to You?
Offspring powers you
through 14 realistic, semi-political, punk rock tunes that will leave
you dizzy. (Epitaph Records 6201
Sunset Blvd. Suite 111 Hollywood
CA 90028)
• Craig Mazer

How To Handle The--1
Crowd At Graduation

Swell
41
(American Recordings)

Souls of Mischief
93 "til infinity
(Jive)
OK, this release is ·a few

lfyoulikelisteningtoopencords
strummed on an acoustic guitar, dump

month.s old, but hey, I've got to
give props where props are due.
These guys are dope with a capital
PHAT !
Damn, so smooth, but so
hard-core, ·with original beats,
what more do you want? How
about mad, crazy lyrics that will
blow you away? Awright ... you
got it! All I can say is damn!
Souls, teamed with their crew Hieroglyphics (which includes Del
and Casual, among others) are unstoppable. These guys are smart
and don't rap about drug dealing
and gang:.banging, the typical rap
.
. k f
.
crap that I am gettmg sic o . This
. .
.
f
""
b
1s mte 11 1gent rap rom 1our rothers who come correct. All the ·

your girlfriend, sell your possessions,
buy this album and do nothing but
listen to it over and over again.
But, if you, like 99.9 percent.of
society, get annoyed by this sort of
thing, avoid 41 like you would an
obnoxious panhandler downtown.
The lyrics on 41 are about as
insightful as Motley Crew's. Take an
example from "Is That Important"
(after40secondsofopen-chordstrumming): ''Don't have a thing to share/
don't want to comb my hair." Deep.
I have no idea what was going
throughthemindoftheA&Rrepwho

**

SPECIAL u.c.F. GRADUATION RATE
$36.00 ( 1-4 PERSONS)

~·ECONO

LOD-GE (401)'213-'f5'6f•-

UNIVERSITY

signedSwell.Maybeheth~ght:"Hey,
.
h , b dth t eall
ks M be
ere s a an a c; y sue . ay
th 'll 11 milli
· ,,,
ey se a
on umts.
•DaveBauer
tracks are great! You better just :
. --------------'
stand back and let them blow the
sh-- out of your headphones.
Damn!
• Craig Mazer

**

' (800) 874· 1156 •

11731 E. Colonlcl Dr. (50)

l_~r~ondo, fl 32817
·. ;,,.
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Anthropology, Art, Biology, Economics, Education
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Various artists
VIA-American Skathic
(Jump Records)

Get your Two-Tone boots
and pork pie hat on, we're going
skankin'. American Skathic is
the best ska collection of all time.
The bands like the Blue Meanies,
the Pacers, and Gangster Fun
aren't well known but they will
keep your legs moving 'til your
calves can't move no more.
Jack Kevorkian and the Suicide Machines' song "Hey" is
king-sized punk/ska. Johnny
Socko does a beautifully touching
song about a man and his gonads
called "Vasectomy." Tom Col Iins
does a song dedicated to the alltime great sneakers 'Chuck Taylor.'
The disc has many more
songs to keep any ska fiend happy,
twenty one songs in all. This is
• chock-full-o-ska. A guaranteed
must. Go get it. You won't be
sorry. I promise.
• Justin BC$!

..

$1850\.~

Motley Criie
Motley Crue
(Elektra)

~
-- -

When I heard that Vince
Neil was no longer in Motley Criie,
I quit my day job as the South East
president of the Motley Criie Fan
Club. These guys are completely
awful now. what happened to
"Shout at the Devil" and "Smoking in the Boys Room?" You
know, back when wearing makeup
was cool.
Everything involved with
this CD gives me a headache. The
music, the CD jacket, everything.
It's a sad thing what happened to the Criie. It seems as if
they have tried every genre of
rock-n-roll. They tried heavy
metal, moved to glam rock, and
now they're dabbling in a fusion
of everything from Winger to Soul
Asylum. This review deserves no
more precious space in this fabulous newspaper. I love The Central Florida Future!
•Justin Best
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
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The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips ,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare ~ tuition, food, or persona I
expenses.
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Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6·- May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY ABRCDAD
-PR 0 G R AM S
FLORENCE • LONDON • COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581
904-644-3272
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Goodbye to the blues,
goodbye to Nirvana
COBAIN from R4
tions being traded on the free
market he turned to substances
that would alter his vision. But
the buzz still lingered, and now
he could hear the sounds that
made him a surrealistic icon
for Generation X even clearer.
I refuse to support suicide, and I don't feel for a man
who could not find an escape
in a sensible world, without
drugs, without a shotgun. But I
do empathize with the man who
cannot reach for a Hendrix CD
to relieve him of his grief, because he may have to move the
Nirvana discs and sift through
his own renditions of the blues
before he finds another's for

OVERKILL from R6
butitturnedoutthatall therockchix
atTheStation whoservedrinksingstrings were forced to wear Urge
chokers, and none of them liked
Urge Overkill, so my roommate Erin
got a choker from one of them, and
we all felt like we were a part of the
Ur~e Overkill phenomenon.
The second encore ended with
Blackie stepping away from the
drumset and up to the microphone

consolation.
I also sympathize with the
stressed-out college student of
the 2 lst century who sits down
on a Friday afternoon to drain
a draft, pops in Cobain's tunes
and just as he begins to confide
in the guitar feedback, it falls
silent, and the Nirvana collection abruptly comes to an end.
Then again, "Is it not the
wise man who pulls his own
plug, before the unknowing and
innocent trip over it."
Aww ... whatever ...
. Nevermind.

•Sean Perry
Revelation Writer

Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing eve·nts?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?
Join SWAT and apply to be a.

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
in a smoking jacket, ready to sing
"Dropout." He worked the crowd ,
with as much style and elan as
Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis Jr. and every other Rat
Packer. It was a beautiful thing to
witness, and one-by-one, they all
left the stage.
It was a great show. I'm glad
I got to see them before they become
bigger than Kiss.

•Brian Costello
0 inion Editor

Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
for Fall 1994 and Spring 1995

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Friday, April 15
at the
Campus Wellness Center
82·3-5841
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A day in the life of a Marlin:
playing ball involves more
than just hitting and throwing
JASON SWANCEY
FROM THE FIELD
•

Playing in the Big Leagues
isn't all it's cracked up to be. You
have to go out every day and perform at a top level or else management will can you quicker than
you can say, "waived". Then there
is the pressure of performing in
front of large crowds of people
who cheer you when you're doing
good and throw large blunt objects at you when you're slumping.
Wait a minute, who am I
kidding? Baseball is a child's
game, and these adults are being
paid millions of dollars to play.
But, there must be some work
involved?
The average fan rarely gets
to see players prepare for a game,
or get insjght into their off-field
training. There's a lot more time
spent at work than threehoursaday.
What follows is a look at pre-season
preparations for two members of
the Florida Marlins.
Centerfielder Chuck Carr is a
25-yearoldspeedsterfrom San Bernardino, California. During Spring
Training, Carr was awake by 7 a.m.
Then, he went in for medical treatment at 8.
Everyone had to be on the
field by 9. Players started the session by stretching out and doing 200
sit-ups, then breaking off into wind
sprints. Here they also met briefly to
discuss what they needed to be
worked on.that particular day.
Carr broke off into his group
to work on infield/outfield plays,
hitting the cut-off man and fundamentals such as bunting. Once again
they split into groups, this time hit-·
ting groups of three. Here they rotated from soft-toss, to live batting
practice, to running the bases. While
running bases they work on game

situations like bunting, moving the
runner over and the hit and run.
Once the hitting is complete it
was back to the Triple-A field to
work on mechanics and more conditioning. When they finished they
got just a 40-minute break before
that afternoon's exhibition game.
Then came game time, but even
after the game it was not over. They
had more running and sprints. Finally they had to lift weights for one
hour on alternate days, with the out. fielders lifting one day and the infielders the next.
"They keep us moving all the
time," said Carr.
Starting pitche~ Ryan Bowen
gets up at 6:30 a.m. and arrives at the
field at 8 for 20 minutes of treatment. He's on the field by five 'til 9
because "if you're on time then
you're late," he explains.
After stretching with everyone he went to the Triple-A field for
conditioning. Some of the pitchers
sprint while others run distance. On
pitching day~ they run distance, followed by sprints after the game.
Then it's time for fundamentals with the team. Some pitchers hit
while others shag. When batting,
the pitchers are. basically working
on hitting it to the opposite field and
bunting. After the game they lift
weights for an hour. Later on, pitching coach Marcel Lachemann may
call a meeting for the pitchers to
discuss recent problems or perhaps
strategy.
That's the typical day in the
lifeof a professional baseba11 player.
So, next time you're yelling at the
T. V. about how lazy they are, or
wondering why they ' re so good and
you never made it past the T-ball
tryouts just remember how much
time they spend preparing.

In 'l11c Univcrsily Palm~ c.~hoppir\3 Ccnlcr
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Oviedo Family &Cosmetic Dentistry

Complct.c Dent.al Exam(ADA 1110)
Bitcwing X-Qays (ADA 0'274)
And Cleaning (ADA 0110)

$25 .
Mond11y:

10-7

V/ILV}£r ,

ff Et<€

TuCl!d11y

WcdnCl!Cft1y:

Thur.ild!!y:

friday:

&Lurdt1y:

10-7

7-4

7-4

9-2

9-1

CALL TODAY 366-3799
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For reservations and information,
see your Travel Agen_t. Or call YaluJet at
1-800-VALUJET (1-800-825-8538).
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ATLANTA / FORTLAUDERDALE ! FORT}JYERS
JACKSONVILLE I LOUISVILLE I MEMPHIS I NASfNILLE
NEW ORLEANS I ORLANDO I SAVANNAH I TAMPA
.WASHINGTON, D. C. I WEST PNM BEACH

••
•

GRAND OPENING
4250 Alafoya Tmil

VA!-10000 (

Now is your Chance!

Senate
scats
Area campus seats for Day:tona and
South Orlando also available ~
For more info call 823-2191
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Orlarilo I ions tamed 3-2 by Fever
in USISL opening game Saturday
by ANDREW VARNON

Staff Writer

Saturday was opening day at
Showalter Field in Winter Park as
the Orlando Lions kicked off their
1994 United States Interregional
Soccer League season against the
New York Fever. In front of approximately 1,500 fans the Lions
struggled to keep up with the brand
new Fever but couldn't. come up
with the tying goal, losing 3-2.
The USISL is comparable to
minor league baseball, especially in
the atmosphere of the game. Most
of the Lions players are locals, with
eight of 11 starters from local high
schools or colleges. Orlando's roster features three former Knights:
goalkeeper Warren Russ, Mark
Lamb and Mike McAvoy.
And those who showed up
Saturday saw a couple of the new
rule changes the USISL is experimenting with. The first became apparent with a throw-in early in the game.
The Southeast and Atlantic regions
are trying a new rule that allows players the option of the throw-in or kickin when the ball goes out of bounds
across the sideline.
The second rule change led to
MAGIC
frompage28

spot. We've got to keep doing
what we're doing," said forward
Dennis Scott.
The Magic (46-29) are playing good defense and getting key
contributions from their star players. Monday night, Orlando defeated the Knicks in New York
108-100. Saturday, the Magic
broke up a tied game with the
Heat, outscoring Miami 37-17 in
the fourth quarter. In that game,
the offensive attack was balanced:
·::·:).:c::::i··<·; . .=:;-· ...:::··.= ....· ... ............

two goals, one for each team. This
rule stipulates that on the seventh of
every seven fouls committed by a
team, the opposing squad receives a
free kick from the peak of the penalty arc, 22 yards from the goal. All
players except the shooter and the
goalkeeper must stand outside the
penalty box and I 0 yards from the
ball until the ball is played by the
shooter.
After New Yprk leapt to a 10 lead with a penalty kick early in
thefirsthalf,Lambscored theequalizer with an assist from KirkMackee.
Then the seven-foul rule took effect.
The Lions were the first to
reach seven fouls, and the Fever's
Jorge Acosta capitalized on the freekick awarded. But before the half
was up, the Fever also committed
their seventh foul and DavidMackee
scored the free-kick to tie the game
2-2.
The scoring would slow in
the second half, with the Fever's
Cezar Silva's gamewinnerbeing the
only goal. TheLionshadachanceto
tie it up when the Fever's foul count
reached 14, but Fever goalkeeper
Steve Jobin came up with the save

Nick Anderson led the team with
25 points, Anfernee Hardaway
was close behind with 24 and
three-point specialist Scott had 23.
Orlando is proving they
don't always need center Shaquille
O'Neal to lead the team in points.
Shaq followed his 40-point performance against Detroit with just
17 points Saturday night. Shaq's
just a bit relieved the team's going
to the post season.
"If wefiadn't made the playoffs with Penny and me, it would

.l#lil/ll~lilJ

on David Mackee's second freekick.
The Fever play in the new
Northeast region and were unfamiliar with the Southeast's rules until
game time, but seemed to catch on
quickly enough. The Lions next
home game will be the first of May,
taking on a regional foe, the Florida
Stars. The Southeast Region is comprised of the Lions, Stars, Jacksonville Fury, Boca Raton ·Sabres, Ft.
Lauderdale Kicks, So. Florida Flamingos, Cocoa Expos and Atlanta
Magic. Only the Lions, Kicks and
Sabres played in the USISL last
season. The Atlanta Magic, however, have won back-to-back USISL
Indoor titles and have won 37 consecutive USISLindoor games without a loss.
On May 7, the Lions will face
the AtlantaMagic at Showalter Field
and the Lions' women's team will
play a pre-game against Atlanta's
women's squad. Th~ women's
teamsareapartofthe USISL'selite
league, consisting of 16 participating USISL clubs. The elite league
Lions will play in the Atlantic region, alongside Atlanta, Raleigh and
Columbus.

Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affinnativc Action Employer

Roadway Package Syste111-,,
.

-

a small package carrier has part-:-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm
·Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

Student. Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

have killed me."
That won't he necessary, but
the Magic must continue hustling in
order to stay ahead of Cleveland for
the Eastern Conference's fourth
spot. Orlando faces Charlotte Thursday night at the 0-Rena and then
travels to Boston for a Friday tilt
with the Celtics. Then, it's back
home for a nationally televised game
with Chicago Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
Theplayoffhurdle has been cleared,
but there is still plenty work that
must be accomplished.

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal .consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCr student~.

of

For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.rn.
Funded: through Activicy & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

.

-

-

-

~
!

'

11 :oo·A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

:
J
I

r

I

St. Joseph's
Catliofic Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
·...:.::.. ··.·

275-0841
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Oltando Cubs off to slow start, lose several close games
•

•

Memphis Chicks Sunday before
losing the game in the ninth. In
that game. Darren Burton got on
base after a fielding error by Cubs
second basemen Chad Tredaway.
Cubs reliever Doug Harrah balked,
advancing Burton to second. Following a sacrifice bunt and intentional walk, designated hitter
Bobby Moore drove in the winning run with a sacrifice fly in the
top of the ninth and the Chicks
won the opening game of theseries 6-5.
The early setbacks don't have
Cubs' skipper Dave Trembley wor-

by TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor

In week one of Southern
League action, the Double-A Orlando Cubs look a lot like its parent
club, the Chicago Cubs.
Both teams have talented offenses that are capable of scoring
runs, but pitching that falters when
it's needed most.
The 0-Cubs proved this several times in their first two series.
Take Thursday's home opener with
Oak.land's affiliate, the Huntsville
Stars. Righty Dave Swartzbaugh
relieves starter Derek Wall ace and
surrenders two long balls and the
Cubs fall 4-2 before 3, 116 fans at
Tinker Field.
Meanwhile, the team battles
back from a 5-1 deficit against the

ri~d.

"We are trying to get our guys
to settle in a bit," Trembley said.
Outfielder Pedro Valdez has
settled in nicely, batting over .400
through the first five games.Valdez

isn't worried about the team's performance so far.
''We have a very good team.
We are beginning to feel better now
that we have a few games under our
belt."
Despite a 1-4 record entering
Tuesday's action, the Cubs have
been involved in several close
games. The Cubs beat the Stars 1-0
Friday night and dropped the rubber
game of the Huntsville series 5-4 in
10 innings. Meanwhile, the Cubs
fell to the Chicks 2-1 Monday night.
The Cubs will have to get
over the hump on the road. Following today's travel day, Orlando faces L.-..=...;....;;.~~
Knox ville, Huntsville, Chattanooga
(Hoggard/Future)
and Jacksonville.
.
Orlando returns home for a Right-hander Derek Wallace did not get a decision in the
three-game series with the Carolina Orlando Cubs' 4-2 loss to Huntsville Thursday. He allowed
Mudcats Monday, April 25 .
only one hit an~ one earned run in seven innings.

. 'illiiltt1!
1111•i•lll Get excellence in dentistry' and care vou'll
feel comfortable with•
0 UCF Athletic Director
l .
Steve Sloan will be competing
in a Celebrity Golf Tournament at Falcon's Fire in
Kissimmee April 29 through
March 1.
Sloan will be in a field of
single handicap players including Steve Spurrier, Jim
McMahon, Bill Lam bier,
Bryant Gumble and Maury
Povich.
Tickets for the event are
$12 for adults per day and $6
for students, seniors and children 12 and under.
___________

I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
coffifortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept' my offer for a complete dental exam for only
524, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. Students with Valid LO.

-$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any ·• Discuss findings • Get
··
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends li/ 30/ 94

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Certified: Dental Implant Prosthetics
Member: American Dental Association,
Academr of General Dentistry, Academy for
Sports Dentiscry, Florida Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society

17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

Team Dentist: University o( Central F!urlda1

1

It is our office policy char the parienc and any other person responsibl<: for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination, or treatment which is
performed ;is a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisemenc for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service , examination. or treatmenc. _

I
Sponsored by the _UCF E.nvironmental Society
Live Music

Guest Speakers

Refried Confusion
Bl uesberry Jam
Dick Joslyn

Beth Hollenbeck
fron1 the Eco Store
Others To Be Announced

Brown Bag Lecture
"Discover the Arboretum" with Dr. Whittier. Noon at the Arboretun1

Special Events

Organizations and inore ...

Tours of the UCF Arboretun1
_ Rufus the Recycling Puppet fron1 the Orlando
Science Center
Recycling crafts for kids with Kathy Cisneros
Keith "Scran1ble" Can1pbell - live canvas painting

Nature Conservancy
Sierrra Club
Florida Association of Environn1ental Professors
Florida Co of Peace and Justice
Eco Store

Wednesday, April 20
-10 AM

3 PM On the UCF Green

,.
{:
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The latest White Sox blunder- should Jordan be blamed?
Michea1 Jordan. Lately I've heard
.•
their seats by his airness?
aout how much publicity he's been getMs. Duncanson keeps harping on
the fact the Southern League and Doubleting. Well, minor league baseball is not
comp1aining, but I see the point.
A baseball have been getting a lot of
He should not be under the press
coverage lately. It's too bad it's because of
hot light. (We've had this argument beJordan.
fore.) He's just trying to play baseball.
It's fun to go to an Or1ando Cubs
game and watch future major league playAnd he's making enough errors on the
field by himself, he doesn ' t need to be
ers working out their kinks. The Cubs
taking the brunt of the latest error to
play in beautiful Tinker Field before a few
happen in the Chicago White Sox farm
thousand devoted fans each game. Michael
system.
Jordan's travelling road show (seems more
It seems the Class AA Birminglike a circus side show if you ask me)
ham Barons, the team in question, gave for the higher-ups in Chicago to flex their
Michael Jordan's done it again. No,
invades 0-Town May 9.
Avoid Tinker Field if you can or
out 5,000 free tickets for opening day to muscles and fire the idiot who lied to 5,000 not get a hit. That would be a ridiculous
students weeks before Jordan was as- kids and honor the tickets. And that solu- concept. Rather, he's stomping on other
you']] be blitzed.by tons of Jordan memosigned to the team. Once the announce- tion has nothing to do with Jordan.
people's hopes and dreams. It's not bad
rabilia. I wish his batting average was
ment was made, some jerk in BirmingAfterall, he's doing a lot for that team enough he's squeezing other aspiring maplastered across some of this cheap crap.
Jordan continues to desecrate the game
ham decided to break what was essen- as it is. Not only have their ticket sales and jor leaguers out of jobs, now he's robbing
tially a promise to 5,000 youngsters and exposure increased (we've never seen so kids of a chance to watch the Birmin·gham
each time he lumbers out to the field.
say that the tickets would not be honored much AA baseball in the news), but he Barons play ball. ·
I saw him play for the White Sox
on opening day.
bought the team a new bus. That was some"Ah, geez," OffsidescolumnistJenny · against Cleveland in an exhibition game.
It's amazing how gullib1e some fans can
Management said the tickets, which thing he wanted to .do and was nice enough Duncanson groans from across the pa1atia1
Future office.
be. Thousands applauded for him when he
were each good for five peop1e, would to do. Not something he had to do.
Let's let Jordan make his own misMs. Duncanson has missed the point
reached base on a walk.
cause an over-capacity crowd at the
10,000-plus seat stadium.
takes and not suddenly dump the problems again. She's always sticking up for the
What's happening to society when we
app1aud such mediocrity? True baseball fans
They will be honored at different of the entire organization on-his shoulders. advantaged, in this case Mr. Jordan. The
realize he's a sham who's just trying to feed
times during the rest of the season, but Some people may think he is a demi-god, Barons rescinded the 5,000 passes given to
not on a day when the organization could but I don ' t agree. He's just an outfielder. school kids in Jefferson County, Alabama
his own ego, not better the game which he
make hoards of money because of And not a great one at that.
because of Mr. Jordan, not some ya-hoo in
says is so important to him.
I feel for the kids in Birmingham
Jordan ' s appearance.
Hey Trivial, let Jordan worry about- the front office.
Well, Trace and I agree that some- his swing instead of the Barons ' problems.
The_Southern League strikeout king
who were looking forward to a day at the .
brought his publicity machine to Birmingball park, when Jordan decided he needed
one in the organization is a jerk. But that I'm sure his coaches would prefer it. .
label does not fitJordan, as Trivial would
Stand and cheer baseball fans, and ham and bombarded the area with his arroto fill some void in his life and pursue a
like you to believe.
enjoy the AA action. After this season gance.
baseball career.
The decision was made by some you'll probably never hear about it on the
~'It's all about bucks," Oak Grove .
Michael Jordan's antics hopefully
idiot in the front office, and that person news agai,n.
High SchooJ's Dick Atkinson told USA
won't spoil their love of the game or their
Today. "Michael Jordan is coming and they
desire to attend another game. Shame on
should be fired. And the tickets should be
honored. But what Mr. Trylko is sugA personal aside here. Congratu- can now sel1 these tickets."
Birmingham's management for making the
lations to the UCF rugby team for capOnce again, it's about money not
kids take a backseat to their cash registers.
gesting is not only silly, it's unfair.
Jordan hasn't enhanced the game. I
Trivial claims Jordan should do turing the state tjtle once again. Nearly · people. Ms. Duncanson acts like a Republook forward to the end of this baseball
the "right thing" and pay for all the kids every year the men make it to the final lican sometimes with her corporate hugnightmare. How much longer before Mr.
who were given tickets to attend the game to face the Florida Gators. The ging attitude. Jordan is the cause of this
game. Granted, Jordan does have the battle is· always fierce and the victor problem. Why dm't she see it?
Whiff holds a press conference and anmoney and it would be a nice thing to do, not al ways the same. UCF was the first
The error-plagued ex-NBA great
nounces his desire for the game has subbut· to say that Jordan should do it is to dethrone Florida, who returned the should buy the tickets and make thousands
sided? Will he hit the golf course or perof schoolkids' dreams come true. How can . haps squelch someone else's goals on their
ridiculous.
favor in following seasons.
- It is not Jordan's fault; he did not
ButtheKnightshavebroughtthetitle Ms. Duncanson jump on Jordan's bandfield of dreams?
make a promise and then go back on it.
home again where it belongs. Good luck at wagon for buying the Barons a bus and not
Until next week, remember, the
The truly responsible thing to~~~-=_:_~~~..:_~~~~--'-~~~~.L._~~-=-~~-~~~~~--'-~~~~---=....i:'--'--"-~-'-'-~.....,_~~~--~~~~~do is regiqnals in September.
stand up for the kids being kic~ed out of
sports beat goes on.

0 UCF Athletic Director Steve Sloan
added another big name opponent to
the Golden Knights' footba11 schedule.
Sloan signed a contract for UCFto play
footba11 against the Georgia Bulldogs
October 9, 1999 in Athens, Ga. UCF is
expected to begin Division I-A play in

1996.
0 WUCF-FM, the campus station,
will be expanding its sports staff this
s,µmmer. 89.9 Sports Director Robert
Galbraith will be conducting auditions
for "Sports Beat" anchors Tuesday,
April 19 and Thursday, April 21 at 3
p.m. in the Instructional Resources television studio. Ca11 Mr. Ga1braith at
823-2444 weekday afternoons from 2
to7p.m.
0 The UCF K Club, consisting of
letterwinners at UCF, will be offering
free sports camps for children in grades·
K-8 Saturday, April 16 at the UCF
Athletic Complex. Children will receive expert training in the following
sports: baseball, soccer, basketba11,football and volleyball. There will also bea
cheerleading category. For more information, call 823-ALUM.

5Vio

2
EYECARE
CENTERS

BEDDING SALE!
MATTRESS SETS

Winter Park

679-1010

South of University
on 436

University ·Park
Plaza (next to Xtra)

Change the color
of yo·ur eyes
Wessley Jessen Durasoft .
Opaque Colors
........--==---=-.,

.-~----...:--.....---

Daily Wear
Opaque Colors

2 Pairs
Less
Uehate*

~~---~~---,...-~~~~

Contact Lenses
& Exam

$129.00
$ 30.00
$ 99.00

(B&l.OS<ri<"sCkar)

f.x:i1111101 lnd111kd

Extended Wear
$129.00
. Daily Wear
$99.00

Nol Vali1l will1 olli.-r olli:rs. Expires 4130/'>4

Nol Valid will1 ollir:r offers. E.ilpires 4/30/94

Exams By Doctors of Optometry.
ru,.., 10 pay. c-JJK.:I, p;iym:nl or be:
rcimhurscd for pa)11l<"lll for :111y otll<.'r s...nfre. cxaminalion ur 1rcatnl<!11t wliid1 is p:rfuml<!d as a n:•ull of willrin
7:? hours ofrcsporutini: loll"' adwrtisini,! for the fr.....-, 1tis«o11111cd f.....- or rc1h1<.:ll f.....- Sc."rvkt', cx:1111in:ition or
ll!<! palic."111 I'<. any olli.-r pc."rsou rcspon:;ihk for fXJYOi<l!l l~1s a ri~hl 10 r...

lrc:iun...111.

*Mmiufacturers mail-.in rebate expires 4/30/94

SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF STUDENTS
Twin $49

Full
.Queen

$55 each
$69 each

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

4 pc. Bedroom Set
$199
(Similar to picture)
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Americans plaster Chinese
in Stars and Spikes match
o

Olympian Bryan
Ivie showed off
his skills Thursday
night.

And he loves to play to a large
crowd.
"We had a better crowd here
than in Southern California. We
played well and it should only get
better," said Sorensen.
Ivie, considered "one of the
by SCOTI GINCHEREAU
best in the world:" by Greenbaum,
Staff Writer
was unable to play due t0 an inOrlando got a taste Thurs- jury received while playing beach
day of what to expect when the volleyball in Tampa. His presOlympicscometoAtlantain 1996. ence was missed.
The U.S. National Volleyball team
"He's been our leading hitmade a stop at the Orlando Arena ter. That means a lot to any team.
to kick off a five-city "Stars and He solidifies everything on the
Spikes" tour.
court and makes each of us a betThe United States took on ter player," said Greenbaum.
China in front of 5, 102 fans and
Coach Fred Sturm coached
left none disappointed: Despite the Olympic team in Barcelona
losing the first game 15-9, the and was concerned by the team's
Americans adjusted their strategy slow start.
and never looked back, winning
"We had a tough time doing
the next three games 15-7, 15-10 a lot of things. I'm always conand 15-12.
cerned when) think we can play
The win increased their better. I knew it was just a matter
record against the Chinese to an . of time," Strum said. •
impressive 20-2 since 1983.
The team will travel to
The USA squad consists of Tampa.and continue preparing for
14 players, 12 of which are from the upcoming World Championschools in California. This team ships.
has more Trojans than a college
China will accompany the
dorm.
team and play them again at other
Two of the USC alumns are stops around the United States.
the leaders of the team- Dan
When asked about the
Greenbaum and Bryan Ivie. Both teai:n' s chance against some of the
played on the Bronze Medal win- stronger teams they will face later,
ning team in the 1992 Olympics. Greenbaum said:
Tom Sorensen of Racine,
"This team has tons of poWisc. led the team with 22 kills tential. We are motivated and foand is considered to be one of the cused and hungry to win. We will
American's top offensive threats. go nowhere but up!"

BASEBALL from page 28
Conference with a 1.72 ERA.
The Knights carried the momentum into the next game and
completed the sweep with a decisive 5-1 victory. Sophomore righty
Craig Cozart (4-2, 2.61) pitched a
complete game and struck out eight
over seven innings. Offensively the
Knights managed six hits and broke
it open with a four-run fourth inning.
''We'replayingasacomplete
team right now. The pitching has
been there all season, but now we
seem to getting the key hits and
making the key plays defensively as
well," commented Morales.

Trans America Athletic Conference
BASEBALL STANDINGS
TAAC Games

Overall

7-2
6-3

24-15

EAST

FIU
.l!lCF
Charleston
Stetson
FAU*

3-6
2-7

WEST
Samford
11-4
Centenary
7-5
SLU
8-7
Mercer
8-7
GSU
2-13
* FAU begins TAAC play in 1995

28-13
21-16
27-15
25-17

16-15
18-16
18-19
21-15

6-30

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS.
D600 MacKay Blvd., Orfando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Clubhouse
•
2 pools & sauna
·•
Complete ·f itness center . •
Sand volleyball court
•
Lighted tennis court
•
, L~ghted basketball court •
2 laundry facilities
•
•

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum right on Alafaya Trail, .o n the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
,, Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F ·9 -6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

•
•
p1zzer1a

Located across from U CF,
next to the UC6 Theaters-

WE DELIVER!
•Every Monday night, all
you can eat pasta, $4.95

®

s-[)orts

__________________________________
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Golden Knights stuff Hatters
during key 3-game TAAC series
by JASON SWANCEY

Staff Writer

Everything looks better these
days at the UCF Baseball Complex.
Bigger crowds, louder fans and even
the hot dogs taste a mite better.
These are all results of, as well as
contributing factors, to the Golden
Knights recent winning streak.
UCF (24-15, 6-3) swept the
Stetson Hatters during a three-game
weekend series. This al1 coming after UCF suffered an 8-4 loss at home
April 15 to the Bulls from the University ofSouth Florida. The Golden
Knights were never able to recover
in that game from a fifth inning
grand-slam off the bat of USF first
baseman Darien Stumberger.
However, UCFbouncedback
with resilience and swept the Hatters by scores of 5-2, 3-2 and 5-1.
This was the Knights first sweep
this season and it couldn' thave come
at a more opportune time.

Senior leadership
powers Lady Knights
by SCOTT GINCHEREAU

Staff Writer

With only two weeks left before the Conference
Championships, the UCFwomen' s tennis team has shifted
into high gear. The Lady KnightshavereeledofflOstraight
victories, including an upset win over Stetson.
What is the reason for their success? Perhaps it has
been thesenior leadershipofKristin RagsdaleandAdrienne
Wood. Recent lineup changes have moved the seniors into
the limelight and they appear ready to lead the team in
search of a Trans ~erica Athletic Conference title.
Ragsdale, a fom~year play_er, has moved into the
number one spot for the Lady KnightS,- a position she held.
last season where she notched a 14-13 record. The hospitality major hopes to teach tennis. This comes as no surprise
as she has been playing tennis for the past 11 years.
Adrienne Wood, playing in the number four spot, is
no stranger to UCF tennis. Her father, Lex Wood, was the
firstmen'scoach for UCF. Wood posted a 17-5 record last
season and she also hopes to teach tennis, but to younger
children. ''I love kids. It will be lots of fun," Wood said.
When asked about how the team has progressed
since joining the team, both players cite large improvements. ''We have a lot more depth at the four, five and six
positions. We also have gotten better courts so when teams
come to play us, they don't laugh," Ragsdale commented.
Wood agreed. ''Now that we have confidence at
three through six, we feel we can beat just about anyone." ·
·Both girls admit the players are fiiends, but once the
game is over they go separate ways. According to Kristin,
"I have enjoyed this group the most, but except for those
that room together, we don't hang out on the weekends."
Though seniors, both player deny they are emotional leaders on the court. "Every squad should have a
captain. Coach has never believed in that though. I think
one should be established. It has been a shortfall for us,"
said Ragsdale.
Both players predict good finishes in the conference
tournament"Only HU is capable of taking us comple~ly
out We'lldowell.Ifweplaystrongatthree,four,fiveand
six, we can win," Wood predicts.
.._,
Ragsdale also is confident "We have a sbot. Everyone has their days. Hopefully this one will be ours."
.
The Lady Knights play in the TAAC tourney April
22-24 in Charleston, S.C.

"This was a huge sweep for
this team, and the timing is perfect.
Now we grab the momentum as we
prepare ourselves for a tough stretch
on the road," said UCF head coach
Jay Bergman.
The Knights have one more
home stand against Florida International before they hit the road to face
College of Charleston, Florida,
Stetson and South Florida.
Friday, the Knights won 5-2
thanks to a great perfonnance on the
hill by junior Mike Halperin.
Halperin (5-5, 3.03) went the distance, allowing only three hits and
no earned runs. You could hear a
collective ~gh of relief from the
pitching staff as the Knights' offense began to click. UCF had 11
hits and five earned runs with
centerfielder Tony Marillia, second
baseman Eric Golden and leftfielder
Alex Morales each chipping in two
hits apiece.

In Saturday's first game of
the twin-bill UCF sent lefthander
Jay Veniard and his perfect record
to the mound. Veniard (6-0, 1.72)
didn't di_sappoint, pitching 6.2 innings and allowing only one earned
run on four hits. With one out in the
seventhMarilliamadeacircuscatch
diving backwards on a ball that appeared destined for the fence. In the
seventh Veniard exited and in came
junior Brian Scutero came in to
record the final out, earning the victory to improve to 4-2 on the season.
The Knights fought back with two
runs in the bottom of the seventh to
earn a dramatic 3-2 victory.
"Earlier in the season we were
losing the one-run games, but now
we're winning them because of not
only a better offense but more timely
hitting as well," said yeniard, who
leads the Trans America Athletic
See BASEBALL, page 27

Another in a season of firsts: Magic earn playoff bip
by TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor

The Orlando Magic cleared another franchise hurdle
with Friday's 117-103 victory over the Detroit Pistons.
The Magic clinched their first ever playoff berth and are
now focused on maintaining the fourth spot in the Eastern
Conference playoff field.
"The first part of it is over,., said Magic head coach
Brian Hill. "I'm really happy for the players and everyone
associated with the organization."
Hill's somewhat laid back comments came moments
after Magic players hoisted him on their shoulders before
thousand.s of frenzied fans at the Orlando Arena: Clinching
a playoff spot at home was the goal of the entire organization.
"We wanted to clinch it here. We wanted to do ·it in
front of our fans," Hill said.
Magic players didn't get too caught up in Friday's
playoff clinchin·g excitement and rolled to a 125-105
victory over cross-state rival Miami Saturday night. ·The ~ ··
victory over the Heat proved the team is focused on
earning the home-court advantage in the first round of the
playoffs.
·
"There's no time to celebrate and no time to rest,"
said forward Jeff Turner.
"T~e big question is can we hold on to the fourth
See MAGIC, page 24

Week in Review
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Rollins, April S
Final: Rollins 5, UCF 4
The loss en~ed a 10-match winning streak for the ,UCF.
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Bethune~Cookman, April 7
Final: UCF 9, BCC 0
The women rebounded and swept every match in two sets.
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Florida Atlantic, April 8
Final: UCF 6, FAU 3
The women stole an important Trans America Athletic Conference match-up and improved their record to 16-6.
WOMEN'S GOLF @ USF Invitational, April 8-10
The Lady Knights finished 12th in a field of 21 schools.
MEN'S TENNIS vs. South Florida, April 9
Final: USF 4, UCF 3
Christian Carlstrom kept his winning streak alive despite the
team loss, which moves UCF to 17-4.
·

,.

(Oelloog/Future)

• Anfernee Hardaway is averaging nearly 16
·points-per-game, second best on the team.

WH

T'S @N

,,
FRIDAY
Men's and W6men' s Golf at Trans America Athletic
Conference Championships, Macon, Ga (thru Sun.)
Women's Tennis@ Jacksonville 1 p.m.
Men'$ T-efi!Us @Jacksonville 2:30 p.m
··Baseball vs. Florida International University 7 p.m ·
. ....... (WUCF
89.9 FM)
~

SATURDAY
Baseball vs. Rorida International NOON (DH)
Men's Tennis @Georgia S. @Jacksonville 2 p.m

..•

RUGBY @ State Championships, April 9-10
.
Craig Lukavec and Randy Voegele scored in UCF' s 13-3

victory over Miami, which sent the Knights to the championship game. UCF held Florida to only one penalty kick score en
route to a 8-3 victory and a State Title.
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